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This thesis is based on ideas drawn from classical probabilistic number
theory, from the work of Novoselov [2], and from the relevant work on
algebraic number fi.elds.
Classical probabilistic number theory (as described in Elliott [1], for ex-
ample) is concerned with the distribution of arithmetic functions on the ring
of (rational) integers,,Z. Two well known results in this area are the Hardy-
Ramanujan and the Erdös-\Mintner theorems. The Hardy-Ramanujan the-
orem states that, in some sense, every integer r¿ has about loglogn prime
divisors, and the Erdös-Wintner theorem gives conditions under'which ad-
ditive functions have limiting distributions. The original proofs of both
results were subsequently considerably simplified by using a result known
as the Turán-Kubilius inequality. Although results in this field have a def-
inite probabilistic flavour, it has not proved easy to establish them by a
direct appeal to the theory of probability.
Novoselov [2] developed a probability space which provides a natural
framework for developing resuits of probabilistic number theory from results
of probability. For example, using standard results from probability theory
and some arithmetic estimates (which amount to the Turán-I(ubilius in-
equality) he obtained the Hardy-Ramanujan and Erdös-'Wintner theorems.
Many of the results of probabilistic number theory have been generalized
to results concerning the distribution of additive functions on the ideals
of the ring, D, of integers of an algebraic number field (see Prachar [3],
for example). However, work in this area has not used a probabilistic
framework as fully as in the classical case of. Z.
2. Aims
The aim of this thesis is to set up a space for probabilistic number theory
in algebraic number fields analogous to that of Novoselov [2] for Z and to
apply his approach to develop analogues in D of.lhe Hardy-Ramanujan and
Erdös-Wintner theorems. \Me endeavour to produce as much as possible
without the use of sieve results.
lv
3. Contents
Chapter 1 of this thesis is an introduction to the background outlined
above, and Chapter 2 gathers together some preliminary material. In Chap-
ter 3 we obtain an analogue of the Turán-Kubilius inequality in 2. For this
purpose we estimate the number of elements of an ideal which lie in a
multiple of the fundamental domain of 2 (viewed as a lattice).
In Chapter 4 we construct a probability space f), containingD, using
two different approaches. One approach is analogous to that in Novoselov
[2]. The other views O as the product of the completions of 2 with respect
to its non-Archimedean valuations and this enables us to simplify some
proofs.
In.Chapter 5 we prove versions of the Hardy-Ramanujan and Erdös-
\Mintner theorems for additive functions on the principal ideals of 2. Some
examples are discussed.
In Chapter 6 we consider additive functions on all the ideals of. D
(not just the principal ideals). We prove Prachar's version of the Hardy-
Ramanujan theorem (see Prachar [3]) by using the results of Chapter 5
and the correspondence between the ideals of.D in a given class and certain
elements of. D.
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This thesis combines ideas from three areas : firstly, classical probabilis-
tic number theory, secondl¡ the probabilisiic framework for probabilistic
number theory developed by Novoselov [1], and thirdly, the work of various
authors on probabilistic number theory in algebraic number fields.
In this introductory chapter we will discuss, briefly, some typical results
in these areas and their history. We then discuss this thesis itself. \Me will
rely heavily, in Section 1 below, on the excellent historical introduction to
classical probabilistic number theory given in Elliott [1].
1. Classical Probabilistic Number Theory.
Let us begin with some definitions (which will apply throughout the
introduction only). For a set ,4 of real numbers and an integer n ) 1 we
let l
un{m;rne A}:;+t*;!1m ( n and meA} (1)
be the frequency of integers from 1 to r¿ which are in "4 (as usual ff denotes
the number of elements in a finite set).
A function / from the positive integers Z+, Io the real numbers IR, is
called additive if, for any relatively prime positive integers rn and n) we
have
f (*"): f (*) + f ("). (2)
F\rrthermore, / is called strongly additive if, in addition to property (2)
above, we have for all primes p and positive integers r,
f(p'): f@)- (3)
Such functions are completeiy determined by their values on prime po!\¡ers.
If / is additive we have
f@): D t@-), (4)
p'll'.
1
where the sum is over the prime powers which exactly divide n; and if / rs
strongly additive,
f (") : I ¡(p). (5)
pln I
Many of the usual functions of number theory are additive (for ex-
ample ,(n), the number of prime divisors of n) or are closely related to
additive functions (positive multiplicative functions are exponentials of ad-
ditive functions). A problem of long standing interest is to determine the
behaviour of these additive functions for large values of n in some average
sense (this behaviour, hopefully, being smoother than that of the func-
tion). One of the earliest, non-trivial, results in this direction was proved
by Hardy and Ramanujan [1], in 1917. Among other things they established
the following result.
Classical Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem
Let 0(n) be a function of n such that d(n) --+ oo as r¿ --+ co. Then
un{m : la(m) - los log nl > d(")\fi*-urã} (6)
tends to zeto as r? --) oo.
This result may be interpreted as saying that almost all integers n have
Ioglogn prime divisors. It was proved by an arithmetic method, by estab-
lishing a precise upper bound for the number of integers from 1 to n, with a
given number of prime divisors. The result is of an essentially probabilistic
nature, resembling the Law of Large Numbers in probability theory.
In 1934, Turán gave a new proof of the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem by
way of the estimate
1n
; Ð (r(*) - Iog logn)2 
( cl loglogn, (7)
m=l
(c1 independent of n). The argument Turán used was similar to that used to
obtain the Tchebycheff inequality in probability theory. The result (7) was
later extended by Kubilius and there are now a wide class of results, like
(7), called Turán-Kubilius inequalities. For example, we have the following
(see Elliott [1] Chapter 4 for a proof),
2
A Classical Turán-I(ubilius Inequality











where the sums are over primes ( n. There is a constant c2 (independent
of n and /) such ihat
* F--(/(*) - A(,))' 
< c2B(n)'
The next major result \4/as proved in 1938 by Erdös [t] (and the converse
by Erdös and \Mintner[l] in 1939).
Classical Erdös-'Wintner Theorem




r@) if l/(e)l < 11 if l/þ)l > r.
ptpptp
f'(p) :
Then, there is a left-continuous function F, such that
^F(À) : ]|g1-r"{*: /(rn) < À} (10)
for every ,\ at which -F is continuous. (The converse also holds).





This theorem was, also, proved using no probability theory as such, but
the series that are required to converge in (9) are similar'to those that
are required to converge in the Three-Series Theorem of Kolmogorov in
probability theory (see Chapter 2 Section 3 below).
The next fruitful observation ïr¡as provided by Kac. It is this: "Whether
an integer n is divisible by a prime p is independent of whether it is divisible
by a different prime q". Using this notion, in 1940 Erdös and Kac [1] proved
the following.
Classical Erdös-Kac Theorern
Let f be a strongly additive real function such that l/(p)l ( 1 for all
primes p. Let A(n) and B(n) be as defined in (8) above. If. B(n) -+ oo as
r¿ --) oo then for each real À,
un{m:f@)-A(r)<l't@¡
converges to
.ñ l_ e--'/2 dta ( 11)
1
as ?? --+ oo.
The functions .4(n) and B(n) can be interpreted as, respectively, the
expectation and variance of /, and the similarity of the above result to
the Central Limit Theorem of probability is clear. Erdös and Kac proved
their result by using the Central Limit Theorem and a sieve inequality of
the type developed by Brun in the 1920's (for studying the distribution of
primes).
Due to the similarity of all the above results with results in probability
theory, many authors have attempted proofs using the tools of that theory
as much as possible. To put the matter into its historical perspective, 'we
should note that the first axiomatic foundation for probability theory to be
widely accepted, had only been presented by Kolmogorov in 1933.
An obvious choice for a probability measure on subsets A, of. Z, is the
density of ,4,,
r(A):]8""{^:m€A}, (12)
(when this exists). This choice embodies the idea of Kac, for if p f q are
4
prrmes,
1r(m: plm and qlm) r(mzplrn)r("rt.:qlm).
pq
Unfortunately, r is not a probability measure and we cannot use the theory
of probability directly. (Among its many short comings, zr is not countably
additive. For example ur(U,{n}): r(Z+) : 1 but D" t({"}) - 0).
In work of the 1950's, Kubilius dealt with this difficulty by constructing




could be studied by using independent functions in that space. Kubilius
improved and extended all of the classical results of probabilistic num-
ber theory described above, as well as proving many new results. The
monograph, Kubiiius [1], in which these researches are presented, is still a
standard work and, in many areas, is not superseded by Elliott [1].
An essential result needed by Kubilius in the construction of the finite
probability space has become known as the "Fundamental Lemma of Ku-
bilius". It is essentially a sieve inequality and was proved by using the sieve
method developed in the 1940's by Selberg. The general form of this in-
equality is a little cumbersome to state here (see Kubilius [1], Lemma 1.6),
but the following simple version (taken from Philipp [1], Lemma 5.1.1)
shows the nature of the result.
Fundamental Lemma of Kubilius
Let r : r(N) be any integer valued function of the integer -ð/, with
logrllogl/ -r 0 as.ôy' --r oo, and let 2: pt 1...1p, ( r be the primes
not exceeding r. If o1, ... ,¡04 are non-negative integers such that
pî' "'pî' < \ß,
then
#{L < m 1 N : pi'llm, i : L,...,¿}
b
: # "T('-Ð {'*, ("", (#))},
with an absolute O-constant.
A different approach to the problem of interpreting (12) as a probability
measure and using probability theory was developed by Novoselov in the
early L960's. We will discuss this approach in the next section.
For a full discussion of the extensive further developments of probabilis-
tic number theory in the 1960's and 1970's see Elliott [1].
2. Novoselovts Space.
In a series of papers, Novoselov constructed a probabiiity space f), which
seems to be a natural one for proving results of probabilistic number theory
(like the theorems of Hardy-Ramanujan, Erdös-\Mintner and Erdös-Kac
above). See, especially, Novoselov [1], and the references contained there.
Another exposition is given in Babu [1].
Novoselov's space is the completion of.Z with respect to a metric topol-
ogy in which the basic open sets are the arithmetic progressions. This space
is equivalent to the following space:
n - fr.zo'ù¿ - p
which is the Cartesian product of the completions, Z, of. Z with respect
to the p-adic valuations. (This equivalence is a special case of the results
of Chapter 4, Section 4 below). O has a normalized Haa¡ measure P, and
we can therefore use t.he results of probability theory directly.
In the space 0, it is easy to extend the usual notion, inZ, of divisibiliiy
by a prime p. If x € f) we say pl4 if the p-th component of X is non-zero
and has p-adic valuation < llp. In this case the set {x € f,} : pla} has
probabiiit¡ Llp and the idea of Kac is easy to formalize. For, if p f q arc
primes,
P(x e O' plx and qla) : P(x € fi : pl¡)P(x e f¿ : qlx).
In this way the probability measure P mimics the density function zr. It is
now possible to establish some of the results quoted in the last section by
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a direct appeal to the theory of probability. As an example, we outline, for
strongly additive functions, Novoselov's proof of the Erdös-\Mintner Theo-
rem (see Novoselov [1], Proposition 46).
A strongly additive function .f *.y be extended to a function on O by




? r--r - I ¡@ if 
plx
rp\+) -\ O if ptrx.
There is no a priori guarantee that /(¡) will even converge, because it is
possible that pl¡ for infinitely many primes p. However, the functions Í r(X)
are independent functions on O (in the probabilistic sense) and the conver-
gence of the series in (9) is exactly what is needed to apply Kolmogorov's
Three Series Theorem to the functions 7"fol. In this way Novoselov de-
duced that /(4) converges almost everywhere on fl. He also showed that
the distribution function of /(X),
P(rec¿,7(x)<À),
coincides precisely wiih the density,
r(m:l(*)<À),
and the Erdös-Wintner Theorem (suffi,ciency part) u¡as proved. Novoselov
made use of a few arithmetic estimates (which amount to the Turán-
Kubilius inequality) but nó sieve results were used. Because of this, he
obtained no more than a special case of the Erdös-Kac Theorem (see Ex-
ample 2 of Section 6 in Novoselov [1]). Some sort of sieve result seems
essential in obtaining the Erdös-Kac Theorem (see Elliott [1], Chapters 3
and 12). In this context, it is interesting to quote Mackey [1] ( see page 40):
" It is almost certainly true that the results of Kac and his collaborators can
be ded,uced from this observation (that the functionsT, or" indepenilent)
and the known properties of independent functions.", (*y parenthetical
comment). It appears that Mackey underestimated the difficulty of the
I
transition between density results and the probability P. Perhaps, "almost
certainly" should be interpreted in the technical sense.
Several authors have made use of the ideas of Novoselov in further stud-
ies. Notable among these is Babu (see [1], [2] and the references listed
there).
3. Probabilistic Results in Algebraic Nurnber Fields.
Many of the results of Section t have been extended to results about
the ring of integers D, of. an algebraic number field. A natura^l frequency
to use here is
vn{T :T e A} :l+tt : N(r)( r¿ and r e A} (14)
which counts the number of ideals I, of 2, with norm no larger than n,
which lie in a set ,4 of ideals.
In 1952, Prachar [1] proved a version of the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem
for ideals. This was later extended by Fluch [1] as follows.
Ideal Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem
Let u(I) be the number of prime ideals dividing the ideal T ard suppose
that 9(n) -) oo as r¿ -+ oo. Then,
u*{T : lr@) - los log nl > A("),Æs l"s "}
tends to zeto as ?? --+ oo.
de Kroon [1] investigated additive functions restricted to the princi-
pal ideals of 2 (see Chapter 2 Section 1 below, for a definition of these
functions), and, in particular, investigated an analogue of the Erdös-Kac
Theorem. However, his paper does not seem to provide a firm probabilistic
foundation for his results (see Chapter 5 Section 1 below, for a discussion
of this).
An alternative definition of frequency to that in (1a) is used by Rieger
[2]. For a set ,4, of algebraic integers, let
,'*{d, : d, e A} : l+U eD : ldl < nt/" and d € "4} (15)
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where ld,l < nr/" means that each conjugate of d is, in absolute value, smaller
than r¿1l" (s being the degree of the number freld). Using this definition of
frequency, Rieger proved an Erdös-Kac type result:
u'^{d, eD: ld,l < nr/",r(d) -loglog" < ,l,f"gfog"}
- "" , [^ e--" 12 'wt/2n J -*
as r¿ -f oo, for a constant ca, where a(d) is the number of prime divisors
of the principal ideal generated by d. (See Satz 2 of Rieger [2], where an
estimate of the rate of convergence is also given).
Both Rieger and de Kroon used analogues of classical sieve methods
in D. (Rieger [1], Satz l-4 is a.selberg sieve inequality and de Kroon [1],
Lemma 1 is a Brun sieve inequality similar to the fundamental Lemma of
Kubilius). Several authors have studied sieve results in algebraic number
fields for their own sake (for example see Rieger [1], Schaal [1] and Wilson
t1l).
As far as I am aware, no author has proved an Erdös-Wintner theorem
in D.
In each case, the proofs of the aforementioned extensions of classical
results to D a¡e analogous to the original proofs in Z. In general, work in
this area has not used a probabilistic framework as fully as in the case of
z.
4. This Thesis.
The aim of this thesis is to set up a space for probabilistic number
theory in algebraic number fields analogous to that of Novoselov [1] in Z,
and to apply his approach to develop analogues of the Hardy-Ramanujan
and Erdös-\Mintner Theorems in D. We endeavour to produce as much as
possible without the use of sieve results.
In Chapter 2 we gather together some preliminary material. \Me firstly
review some of the standard results about algebraic number fields and then
establish a few arithmetic estimates for the distribution of prime ideals.
Finally, we collect the probability theory we need.
In Chapter 3 we obtain an analogue of the classical Turán-Kubilius
inequality (as stated in Section 1 of this introduction) for additive functions
I
on the ideals of 2. For this purpose rv'e estimate the number of elements of
an ideal which lie in a multiple of a fundamental domain of 2 (viewed as a
lattice in IR", where s is the degree of D).
In Chapter 4 we construct a probability space O, containingD, using two
different approaches. These approaches are the analogues of the two ways of
constructing Novoselov's space discussed in Section 2 of this introduction.
We then establish the equivalence of these two spaces from a topological
and measure point of view.
In Chapter 5 we prove versions of the Hardy-Ramanujan and Erdös-
Wintner Theorems for additive functions restricted to the principal ideals
of.D. Some examples are discussed.
In Chapter 6 we consider additive functions on all the ideals of 2. \Me
prove the ldeal Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem by using the results of Chap-
ter 5 and the correspondence between ideals of. D, in a given class, and
certain elements of. D. We then discuss a version of the Turán-Kubilius in-
equality for ideals and the consequent improved version of the Ideal Hardy-
Ramanujan Theorem. Some speculations about directions of further study
are then given.
Finally, a word about notation and presentation. We will use the O-
notation of Landau freely and, occasionally, the (-notation of Vinogradov'
The symbol ff will always mean the number of elements in a finite set.
Theorems, corollaries and lemmas are numbered consecutively within a
chapter (thus, Corollary 4.3 would foliow Lemma 4.2in Chapter 4). \Mithin
a chapter, a numbered line is referred to as, say, (12) and a numbered line
in another chapter is referred to as, say, (2.4) (if we want line (4) of Chapter




In this chapter we will collect some definitions, notations and results
needed for our later work. Standard definitions and basic results of ideal
theory and algebraic number theory will be taken from Stewart and TalI
[1] (especially from Chapters 2 and 5). Results on probability will mainly
be taken from Halmos [1] and Rényi [1].
The notation introduced here will remain throughout the the-
sis.
L. Algebraic Number Fields.
Let Z and IR denote, respectively, the sets of integers and real numbers.
Let IK be a fixed algebraic number field of degree s, that is, a
finite extension of the field of rational numbers, of degree s.
Let D be the ring of integers of lK, that is, the set of complex
numbers in IK which are the zeros of monic polynomials with coefficients
in Z. The elements of D are called algebraic integers and the elements
of. Z rational integers.
There are s distinct one-to-one ring homomorphisms which map IK
into the complex numbers and which are the identity on rational num-
bers. These maps are the conjugate maps and they either map II( into
IR or occur in complex conjugate pairs. \Me list them as
C!¡ O2¡ "' ¡ O¡t¡ Ort17¡ Ort*1'¡., . ¡ Artlrz, Ort+rz
where øi(I[() ç IR for i : 1,. . . , 11 only, and the bar denotes complex
conjugation. \Me then have
s: ?1 *2r2.
For ø € IK we deflne the norm rnap from IK to IR by
I
N(ø) : |lo,(") (1)
i=1
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We note that if a €D is an algebraic integer then N(") €.2; and also that
the following multiplicative property holds: fot a, ó e IK
N(øö) : ¡r(ø)N(ô).
If I is any non-zero ideal of 2 with I + D thela T has a decomposition
into the product of prime ideals
T -Pi'...Pï.
where o4,t.. ,oq a;te positive rational integers and this decomposition is
unique except for the order of the factors ( we may also write 2 itself as
Po).
Throughout this thesis P and Q (with or without subscripts)
will denote prime ideals.
If 7 and L are ideals r¡/e say
LvilT:LK
for some ideal K, and note that
LV if and only if T ç L.
The distinct cosets of.I inD,
DII:{or+I,...,at*I},
say, form a finite additive group and each algebraic integer d e D belongs
to one and only one ¿i ll for i: Lr...rt. We call
{atr' ' ' ,ar}
a set, or systern, of representatives mod 7,, and if d belongs lo a¿ *T
\ì/e say that d is congruent to o,¿ firod T
The number, f, of such representatives mod Z is denoted by the norm
of T, N(U), that is,
N(r): #(Dlî).
For d e Drwe let (d) denote the principal ideal of D generated by
d. The new concept of norm generalizes that in (1) since
¡r(<d>) : l¡'r(d)l
72
and for ideals I Td L of. D,,
N(rL): N(z)¡r(¿).
Vy'e need a few results on ideals. \Me will always assume an ideal is a
non-zero ideal of D.
Lernma 2.1
i) (Chinese Remainder Theorem). Let Pt,,"' ,P,.be distinct prime ide-
als. Let or7¡-.. ,06be non-negative rational integers and fu, "' ,bn elements
of. D. Then there is an algebraic integer d e D such that
d-b¿ePï'
for all i : l,-.. ,n.
iÐ fi P is a prime ideal of 2 then P contains exactly one rational prime
p and
N(P):'p"
for some integer n with 1 ( n ( s.
If Z is any ideal of 2 then N(I) e I.
iii) There are at most s prime ideals of given norm, f.
Proof
i) See Goldstein [1], Theorer.r- 2.2.13 or Narkiewicz lL], Corollary 3 to
Proposition 1.6.
ii) See Stewart and Tall [1], Theorem 5.11.
iii) This result is easily deduced from the index equation of ramification
theory (see Goldstein [1], Theorem 5.1.3 or Narkiewic, lLl, Theorem 4.1)
but to avoid introducing notation unnecessary in the sequel we present a
proof here.
From part ii) we may as well assume t : pn for a rational prime p and
L1n (s. Let
1p): PT' . . .P:' (2)
be the decomposition of (p) into prime factors with e1, "' ,e, ) !. As
p € P¿ for each i,: L,...)r then part ii) gives N(Pt) : pÍi for some
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L a f, ( s. Thus, if we take norms in (2) we have
ps : peth*...*e,Ír
and therefore, as e;f¡>. l for i - 1,...,r, \ry'e have r ( s. Finally, if P is
any prime ideal with N(P) - p' then p e P and so ? is one of the prime
factors in (2) and there are at most s of these.
T
\Me now introduce the concept of integral basis. Any (non-zero) ideal
I of. D (including 2 itself) has an integral basis with s elements. That is,
there exist ä1,. -. rb" € Z such that any d e T can be expressed uniquely as
d,: otbt * ...* a"ó" (3)
for o1, . . . ,a" e. Z.
Suppose dt,...,d" is an integral basis forD. \Me define the discrimi-
nant of 2 (or IK) to be the square of the determinant of the matrix formed
by taking the conjugates of the basis,
f : (det[ø;(dr)])'
where iri :1,"',s. The discriminant, 6, is a non-zero rational integer
which is independent of the choice of basis dt,... ,d" of.D.
It is possible to choose an integral basis for an ideal Z which is not too
Iarge compared with If(Q.
Lernrna 2.2
There is a real number c.) 0, dependent on IK, such that if Z is any
ideal of 2, then Z has an integral basis fu,.. . , ó" with
l"r(ö¡)l <zN(T)U" (i,j :1,...,s).
Proof
The important point here is that c is independent of the ideal7 chosen.
Rieger [1] gives the reference Hasse [1], page 406, but the result is not
explicitly stated there. However, it is contained in the more general result
L4
of Mahler [1] (see Theorem 1) where a consta¡rt c is produced which depends
explicitly ori the degree, s, the number of complex conjugates, 12 and the
discriminant, 6 (see equations (26) and (a) of Mahler [1]) (see also Luthar
[1] and McFeat [1]).
I
Finally, in this section we introduce the concept of additive functions.
We say two (non-zero) ideals I, L are relatively prime if their prime
factorizations have no common factors (that is if. PIT ltren P l.C and vice-
versa).
Let / be a function from the set of ideals of D lo the real numbers. \Me
say that f is additive on the ideals of D if, for relatively prime ideals
T ard L,
t@L): t@) + rG). (4)
For such an / we may write,
f(r): I /(P") (5)
P.IIT
where P'lV means P'lIbutPt+t II. Wesaythat f is strongly additive
on the ideals of D if, as well as (a) above, we have
r(P'): r(P) (6)
for any prime ideal P and positive integer r. In this case we have
r@):Ð¡tpl. (7)
PIT
Equations (5) and (7) could be taken as defining additive and strongly
additive functions. Note that from (4) we have f(D) : 0 for additive
functions /.
\Me say a function h from the ideals of. D to IR is rnultiplicative if
h(rL): h(r)h(L)




These concepts of additive, strongly additive and multiplicative func-
tions are the most natural to consider. They agree with the classical defi.-
nitions (see Chapter 1 Section 1) when s : 1 and D - Z-, since all ideals
of. Z are principal and we may identify an element of. Z wilh the ideal it
generates. In an algebraic number field IK it is possible for an algebraic
integer d e D not to have a unique factorization and therefore the natural
objects to consider for the definition of additive functions, and so on, are
the ideals of. D.
2. Some Arithmetic Estimates for Prime Ideals of D.
Lemma 2.3





where the sum runs over all prime ideals P with N(P) < z. (A similar
convention will apply when such sums are used later.)













.*, N (P)t-2 /'s N (Q)L-21 I
where the double sum runs over all ordered pairs of prime ideals (P,Q)
with P I Q ar,d N(P)N(Q) < X". (A similar convention will apply when
such sums are used later.)
* (,*r,'tDo^,o,
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In each of the above inequalities the constant implied by the O-notation
depends on IK but not on X or z.
Proof
i) In fact a stronger result is true. For some constant B, dependent on
IK,
^,,1*, 
tt¡o-t - ros rog z I B + o (#)
This result is proven in NarkiewiczlLl (Lemma 9.2). Alternatively see Fluch
[1] or de Kroon [1].
ii) We use the corresponding result for rational primes (see Prachar [2]
Satz 4.2): For some constant c'., dependent on e,
zr+'
Iog z
(For e : 0 this is a weak form of the Prime Number Theorem.)
From Lemma 2.1 parts ii) and iii) we have, upon grouping prime ideals












N(P)<z i-r pi 1,
(this last inequality from (8) with e - 0).
On the other hand if -1 < € < 0, then f' < f for j : I,...,s and so
(9) becomes, again using (8),
.)- N(P\' ( s2 5- n' I s2c'-




Combining this with (10) gives the result for any e > -1.
iii) We let z : X" and use part i) (combining main and error term) and.
part ii) with e :2ls - 1 > -1. \Me then see that the left hand side of iii) is
, ( +(tosrog vs¡'l,(#)"' )
: n ( /logloex"\"' \ _ o(1\-"\\ logX" ) )-""'''
Atl O- constants depend on IK but not on X.
iv) If N(P)¡/(Q) < X'then one factor, N(P) say, is 3 X'/'. Let ,9




e,)<x " N (P¡r-z/' N (Q)'-' 
/ "
j - 
Ngftx;r, N(P¡r-z/" * tNpT N(Q)7-2/8
( 11)
\Me first estimate the inner sum of (11) using part ii) witln z : X" lN(P)
and e :2ls - 1, and using the fact that N(P) S X"t" implies













which establishes iv). All O-constants depend on IK but not on X
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.3.
I
'W'e now introduce the following convention: A sum !, over all
P
prime id.eals, will mean the limit as z + oo of the partial sums, t
N(P)<z
3. Sorne Probability.
Let fl be any probability space with o-field B and measure P such that
P(ft): 1.
A collection t of. real-valued measurable functions on f,) is independent
if for any finite sub-collection 91, -..¡gn € t and real numbers 11,"',À,,
we have
P(x e fl : 91(o) ( Àr, ." ,9^(æ) < )")
: P(x € f): e1(z) < Àr)...P(* e.Q: s^(r) < À"). (12)
For a real-valued measurable function g on O, the expectation of g is
E(s): [_s¿p.JA
The main results we will need from probability theory are contained in
the following two lemmas.
Lernma 2.4
i) (Tchebycheff's Inequality). For any real-valued measurable function
g on f,) and for any real À ) 0,
P(x ef): ls(r)l > À) < iufn'l,.
ii) (Kolmogorov's Three Series Theorem). Let {g/,} b" a sequence of
independent functions on f). Let
if le¡(æ)l < 1




















i) This is a special case of Rényi [1.], Theorem 2.11.1.
ii) See Halmos [1], Theorem E of Section 46.
I
Let {g¡} be a sequence of real-valued measurable functions on O. \Me
say that p¡ conv€rges in probability to g and write
er'(x) 3 g@)
if, for every À ) 0,
P(æ e o: le¡(ø) -g(")l > À)-'0 (13)
as fr -r oo.
A function G : IR -+ IR is called a distribution function if it is non-
decreasing and is left continuous, that is, for any À
c()) : åT* c(r -.),
and if it is normalized, that is
ì* c(r) : r, 
^lig; 
G(À) : ¡. (14)
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A real-valued measurable function g on O is purely discrete if it takes,
almost everywhere, only a countable set of values. That is, if for sorire
countable set ¡4. ç R,
P(c€O:9(c)€,4,)-1.
Lernma 2.5 (Lévy)
Let {g¡} be a sequence of independent and purely discrete functions on
f,) such that 
oo
g(d) : D g*(')
lc=1
converges almost everywhere on f|. Define the maximum jump of g¡ to be
Jr : sup P(x e Q z sk(x) - À).
,\
Then the distribution function of. g, P(t € Cl : 9(c) < À), is continuous for











This chapter is mainly devoted to obtaining an extension of the classi-
cal Turán-Kubilius inequality (see Chapter 1 Section 1 above) to one for
strongly additive functions on the ideals of the algebraic integers D (of.
fixed number field IK). This inequality will provide one of the tools used in
Chapter 5 to link the frequency of additive functions with the probability
spaces to be developed in Chapter 4. We will prove'this inequality in Sec-
tion 4, below, by using the argument of Elliott[l] (Chapter 4) and a main
estimate (Theorem 3.3 below) which gives the number of a special set of
representatives mod <n> (that is, modulo the principal ideal generated by
a rational integer n) which lie in an ideal, Í. In Sections 2 and 3, below,
we will view ideals as lattices in IR" and the special representatives as the
lattice points inside a parallelotope in IR". We use a volume estimate, to
be discussed in Section 1 below, for the number of such points to prove
Theorem 3.3, the main estimate.
The following notation will remain throughout this chapter.
i) For an s x s real matrix D:ld¿¡1,
lDl : max{ld¿¡l: i,i :1,"' , s}.
Note that then, for any s x s matrices, D1 and D2.,
lD'Drl < slDrllD'|¡.
ii) For a vector u in IR" with components lrr¡"'¡u",
ll"ll: u? + .-. * "? : Euclidean length of u
äi) Z' is the integer lattice in IR".
iv) 0B denotes the boundary of a set, B, in IR"-
") %(B) denotes the s-dimensional volurne of a set, B, in 
IR".
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1. Lattice Points in Parallelotopes.
Let M be an s x s real matrix with row vectors ?7Ì1, - -. ¡ffi". Let -t be
a parallelotope in IR" determined by M. Specifically, let
L : {u e IR" : -Il2 1m¿.u 1lf2,i :L,...,s}
: {u e IR" : Mu € (-Ll2,Ll2l x ... x (-Llz,tl2l}.




{ze IR":lm¿.ul ();, i:1,..',s}
with )1,. . . , À" positive real numbers has s-dimensional volume
2"À1 . . .À"
ldetMl
Now we proceed to estimate the number of lattice points of an arbitrary
translation of. Z' which lie in ,[. The argument is similar to that of Lang
[1] (see Chapter 5 Section 2, especially Theorem 2) but we will be more
concerned with parallelotopes in IR" and with the exact nature of any O-
constants. A more detailed version of the argument of Lang [1] is found in
Marcus [t] (in the proof of Lemma 2 in Chapter 6).
Theorem 3.1
Let B > 0 be a given real number and M a reals x s non-singular matrix
such that
lMl S p'
where lMl is as defined by i) above. Let ,[ be the parallelotope
{u e IR" : -Il2 1 rn¿ - u 1 If2, i : L,...,s}
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where rrtt¡. .,n'ts a;te the rows of. M and let, for ø € IR"
l\:a+2"
be any arbitrary translation of the integer lattice in IR". Then the number
of points, #{^ n L}, of. Á, lying in -t satisfres
lurnn¿)-#ril='ffi




C6 : {b + y : y € (0,11 x ... x (0,11}
be the half-open box of volume one in IR" determined by b. If. b € 
^ 
n ¿
then Co either lies in the interiorrin!,L, of .t or intersects the boundary, 0L,
of ,t. Therefore we have
#{b e A. z Cu Ç int.t} < V,(L) <
+ #{beÌv:CunAL+ó}.
Clearly, #{^ n -L} is also bounded by the terms on the left and right of this
inequality and so we have
l#{^ n 4} - v"(L)l <: V(U Cu: ó € r\., Cu n 0L + ö).
The diameter of arry C6 ir rÆ and so if CbìAL + þ fhe Euclidean distance
d(u,1L) of any point u € Ct to 0L can be no greater than f.
Therefore
l#{^ n ¿} - v"(L)l sv,(E)
where
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E : {u€ IR" : d(u,AÐ S tfs}.
'We know that V"(I) :1/ldet Ml and so it remains to estimate V'(E).
We recall that the perpendicular (that is smallest) distance from any
point y € R" to the hyperplane rmi 'u : ) is
m¿'A - \ (i:!,...,s),
ll-'ll
and so, suppose that we expand the parallelotope tr .rtp and down in the
direction perpendicular to each bounding hyperplane 'i'rùi' u : *Il2 by a
distance .16. that is, we consider two new parallelotopes,
7+ : {u : lm¿. ul < Ll2 + ¡"¡lm;ll, ¡, - 1,... , s},
L- : {u : lm;. ul < ll2 - 'f"llrr'¡ll, i :1, "' ,s}.
It is easy to check that parallel faces of -L and Z+ (and of .L and -L- when
L- + /) are f apart. It is also easy to see that
The estimate of V"(E) involves two possible cases.
Case 1: Suppose that .t is narrow in the direction perpendicular to one
of its bounding hyperplanes - the hyperplane rrtt' u : Ll2 without loss of
generality. So in this case \¡/e suppose
1
:¿-4s'ß' (1)
It then follows that any point of .t is within tß "f the hyperplane






2 (L I 2 + I I rnl I l.Æ) (r I 2 + ll*rll,/Ð . . - (L I 2 + I I -" I I rÆ)
ldet Ml
'We estimate the first factor above, tl2+ ll"nrlhÆ, by using (1) and also
ll-rll S rß lMl, and the other factors by using
llnz¡ll S 'ßlMl<'f"B (i:2,...,s).
Therefore we obtain,




Case 2: Here we suppose that each bounding hyperplane of. L, m¿.1!, :
+712 (i : 1,...,.s) is far from the origin. That is \Me suppose, for each
i:Lr"'rs, that
1
ffilT > 'ß' (3)





ll-ll : max{ll*'11,..', ll-"ll}
and, calculating the volumes V"(I+) and y"(¿-), we see that
v"(E) 
= ffi1¡:.p+ ll-ll.Æ)" - (t/z- ll-lhÆ)").
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The bracketed term above has the form ¿" - b" : (ø - ó)(ø"-t ¡ þas-2 ¡






since ll-ll S ,f"lMl.




7 : max{ z"tr s2 ,2"+r s(L f 2 + "d)"-t }
which depends only on B ar'd s.
This completes the proof.
'We note that it is possible to express this result as
#{^ n L} : v"(L) + O(v"-t(AÐ),
where %-r is (s - l)-dimensional volume. Examination of the proof of Case
2, above, also shows that we did not use the condition lMl < þ un.d so the
theorem remains true if we replace this condition by the conditions
L-
,n.rll> {s (i : 1' "'' s)'
and use j : 2+7 s2. These conditions express the fact that each bounding
hyperplane of. L is further from its centre than the diameter of a unit cube.
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2. Standard Representatives and the Constant I{.
Let d,¡. -. ,d" be an integral basis of the algebraic integers 2.
Suppose n ) 7 is a rational integer and <n> is the principal ideal of 1)
generated by rr. It is easy to see that the algebraic integers
b'¿: nd'¿ (i:7,...,s),
form an integral basis for (r¿) and the n" Ítoî-zero elements
atdtI "'f ard" (or:Lr"'rfl, i:Lr"',s), (5)
are a system of representatives mod <n>. 'We call these the standard
representatives mod 1n> with respect to the basis d,¡.. - rd" of D.
It is important to note that these representatives cannot be zero.
Unless otherwise stated the phrase "representatives mod<n>" will always
refer to these standard ones.
Results similar to the above are true more generally. If Z is an ideal of
D therc is a "triangular" integral basis of Z:
cndt
cztd,t * czzd,z
ctdt * ".* c"rd"
where the c;¡ are rational integers and c¿¿ > 0 (i, j : L,. . .,s). The algebraic
integers
atdt * "' * a"d" (or : 7r... rcii, i :7r.'. , s),
are a system of representatives mod 7 and the number of these is N(Z) :
cttczz. . . css. For a proof of these assertions about I see, for example, \Meiss
[1] Proposition 4-8-16 (Weiss uses ai - 0,. ..¡cii - 1 but this is irrelevant).
In our future work we will only be interested in standard representatives






It is possible to limit the size of any ideal which contains a standard
representative mod<n>.
Lemma 3.2
Le!, d4,...,d" be an integral basis of. D, L anideal of D and n 2 I a
rational integer. Suppose lhat L contains a standard representative mod
(n) with respect to d4r- -. ,d", that is, an element of the form
d": atdt + ... + o¿rd",
where di € {1,...,n} for i : 1,...,s. Then
N(É) 1Kn"
where
K - soJ') L
and
J : max{l o;(d¡)l 2 i,j - 1,. ..,s}
is the maximum modulus of the conjugates of the basis elements
Proof








Wenote that J > 1(and infact J > I unlesseach of dt,...,d" is aroot
of unity, see Narkiewicz [1] Theorem 2.1).
T
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3. The Main Estimate.
In this section ïve assume the results of Stewart and Tall [1] about the
embedding of algebraic numbers in Euclidean space (especially Chapters 6,
8 and Chapter 9 Section 2).
\Me write, as in Chaptet 2,
s: 11 *2rz
and list the conjugate functions in a fixed order as
01¡'' ¡6rt¡Ortll¡drt*L¡''' ¡Ortlrzrdrt+rz
where dr¡.- jott are real and the rest complex (the bar denotes complex
conjugation).
We may embed IK in IR" by the following map : for ø € IK let
o(a) : (rt, . . .,tilr.ru\+!rur11lt. . . ¡urt}rzrurr+rz)
where
o;(a) if. i:!,.-.,r!,
Re(ø;(a)) if. i : rr * 1, -. . ,rt * rz,
Im(ø¡(ø)) if i : rr * 1, -.. ,rt * rz.
The map ø is a ring homomorphism with the extra property that for
ø € IK and a rational number r,
o(ra) : ro(a).
An integral basis dt,. . -, d, for 2 becomes, under ø, a basis o(dr),. . . , o(d,")
for IR" over IR. Also, under ø the algebraic integers 2 become the lattice
o(D) generated by o(d1),... ,o(d"). That is, the lattice,





H: {ho(dt)+ ...lt,o(d"):0 ¡ t¿<-L,i:t,...,8}
has volume
V"(H) :2-"16lr/2
where ó is the discriminant of IK. (Stewa.rt and Tall [1] have 0 ( ú; ( 1
above but this is irrelevani). The standard representatives mod<n> with
respect to d1,.-- rd, for arationalinteger n) 1, become the points in the
Iattice o(D) of the form
a1o(dy) +...+ a"o(d") (o, - 1,"',nri:1,"',s)
that is the elements of o(D) in nH.
Furthermorc, iL I is an ideal of D with integral basis ór,''' , ó" then Z
maps to a sublattice of o(2) which is generated by o(bt), ' ' ' , ø(ó") and
whose fundamental domain has volume
(8)
z-rzl5lr/2 ¡¡ç7¡.
\Me call this sublatlice o(I).
\Me are now ready to state our main estimate.




Let dy,..-,d" be an integral basis of 2 and fl the fundamental domain
for the lattice o(D) in IR" defined by
H : {ho(dr) + ... lt"o(d") : 0 < t; 1t,i : L,...,s}.
Let n be a positive integer and let T be an ideal of 2 such that the lattice
o(I) in IR" interse cts nH in at least one point. (So fi{o(T) n nn}, which
denotes the number of such points, is also the number of elements of Z
which are standard representatives mod<n> with respect to d1,.",,d" in
the sense of definition (5) above.) Then
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where the O-constant depends on the basis dt,... ,d" of.D and the constant
c from Lemma 2.2but not on n or T.
Proof
Choose an integral basis btr"', ô" for Z such that
lo;(ó¡)l < cN(T)t/", (i,i :1, "' , s),
where c is the constant in Lemma 2.2 (and is therefore independent of Z).
Define two s x s real matrices,
T ["(ót),...,o(ó")],
A : l"(dt),... ,o(d")],
where vectors are written as columns and drr' ' ', d" is the given integral
basis for D.




: V"(fundamental d,omain or. o@)) : 2-'zlalt/'u(t).
Also, as each element of ? is o¿(b¡), or the real or imaginary part of such,
for some i and j, we have
l"l < cN(I)l/".
Furthermore, Amaps the unit cube ?,1 : (0, 1] x "' x (0,1.] of IR" onto ff
and so, as above
ldet /,1 :2-'zl6lt/'.
\Me wish to estimate
#{"H n o(I)} : #{T-'(nAU) nZ"},
so \r/e let ,ú be the parallelotope T-rnAl,l in IR". That is,
' L -{r'MueU},
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From our hypothesis and Lemma 3.2 we have N(Z) 1 Kn' (with y'l as in
Lemma 3.2.) Therefore, from (10),
lMl S "lÁ-t lcKtl"
and consequently lve can use Theorem 3.1 with B: slA-1lcK|l' (we note
lhat U is a translation of (-Ll2,Il2l x . .. x (-1l2,Il2l and this theorem
is independent of any translation). Therefore, using Theorem 3.1 and then
(10) and (11) we obtain,




This proves the result with O-constant of (see Theorem 3.1)
rlÁ-t lc. max{2"*'"',2"*t "(112 + s2lA-rlcKr/"¡"-r} (12)
which is dependent only on s, c and the integral basis dtr.-. ,d" of D and
not on n or I.
I
4. The Turán-Kubilius Inequality.
\Me are now ready to state the main result of this chapter.
qD
rJ.)
Theorem 3.4 (Turán-Kubilius Inequality)
Let d4,... ,d" be an integral basis for D, and K be the constant from
Lemma 3.2, namely
K : (smax{lo;(d)l : i,j - 1,'.',"})".
Let f be a real-valued strongly additive function on the ideals of 2 (see
(2.4) and (2.6)) and define for rational integers n,
AU,n): t #
N(P)<Kn" r\ \r )
BU,n): t W
' N(P)1Kn" " \t )
(as usual P denotes prime ideals). Then, there is a constant c' which
depends on d1, --.,,d, on -I( and on the constant c from T'emma 2.2 (blú
not on n ot f) such that , for n ) $,
1
+t(/(<d>) - A6,"))" < c'B(f ,n)n"T
where the sum is over all d €.2 which are standard representatives mod<n>
with respect to d1, '.' ,d" (as defined bV (5) in Section 2 above) or, equiv-
alently, over all d e D such that o(d) e nff (where ff is the fundamental
domain for D in IR" defined bV (8) in Section 3 above).
Proof
The proof proceeds as in Elliott [1] (Lemma 4.1). \Me use ,4- and B as
abbreviations for A(f ,") and B(/, rz). We let, during this proof,
D-
P




denote the double sum over all pairs of prime ideals (P',Q) withP * Q
and N(?)N(Q) 1 Kn".
Firstly we assume f is a non-negative function.
\Me need to estimate the sum
s : D(/(<d>) - A)' : D(/(<d>))' -2AD f3¿r) + n'A". (13)
ddd
Since / is strongly additive and d,+ 0 in any sum lvr¡e may write
f(<d>): t f(p):Dfe)
Pl<d> deP
and, consequently, the frrst sum in (13), above, is
'sr 
: 31 E'J,lì,'r. t re)r@)) (14)
d ¿eP P*Q,dePQ
We use Lemma 3.2 and interchange the order of summation to obtain, using
the notation introduced above,
s, : D.( ueD'D r) + t.(re)Í@) t 1).
P deP P+Q dePQ
Now we use our main estimate, Theorem 3.3, with I : P and then with

























where in the last step we have used Lemma 2.3 iv) with X : Krl"n- (Note
that ,I( > 1). The O-constant in (17) will depend only on .I{ and s. We
substitute (16) and (17) into (15) and estimate the remaining double sum
in (15) by A'to obtain
^91 
( n"(á' + Oça¡¡. (18)
In a similar way we may estimate the second sum in (13) using Theorem
3.3. \Me obtain,
sz : AD|G¿>): oÐ-(f(Ð 
*\rr)
,n"A(,- *"(Ð.r,þ))





We see that the A2 terms c cel and we may estimate the second O-term
in (19) by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in a rvl¡ay similar to the proof of
(17). rWe obtain, for this term,
As* f e);?w





where in the last step we have used Lemma 2.3 iii) (with X : KLI'n). Sub-
stituting this estimate into (19) we obtain, for an O-constant independent
of n and /,
S < n"O(B),
which proves the Turán-Kubilius inequality in the present case (where / is
non-negative).
For a more general, real, f we proceed as in Elliott [1] and write
f (r) : s@) - h(r)
where g and h are strongly additive, non-negative functions defi.ned by
g(P):{ Í,o, li ïiilas
and
h(P):
\Me may use the Turán-Kubilius inequality, just proven, for g and h to
obtain it for / sincc
AU,"): A(s,n) - A(h,n)
and
BU,"): B(s,n) + B(h,n).
This completes the proof.
I
\Me need the following Corollary in Chapter 5.
Corollary 3.5
Let d1,...,d", K, f , A(f ,n), BU,") and ff be as in Theorem 3.4. Let
n > n'¿ ) 3 be integers and À ) 0 a real number. Then
1
;+ta€Dzo(d)enHarld I t ,f(P)l>lÌN(P))Km.dêP
4.. 4ct
s frØU,n) - AU,*))' +þ@U,n) - BU,*)),
o if re)>o
-re) if f (P) < 0.
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where c'is the constant from Theorem 3.4.
Instead of countin g o(d) e nH we could, equivalently, count lhe d e D
which are standard representatives mod<n> with respect to d1, "',d".
Proof
From the triangle inequality, the left hand side of the desired inequality
can be estimated as
1
3 ,r"#{d: o(d) € nH and lå-(<d>) - A(f ,") + AU,m)l > ),12}
1
+ r:#{d: o(d) e nH and lA(/, ") - AU,m)l > ),12} (20)
where, for ideals 7,
h*(r): Ð re).
N(P\>Krn',PlT
\Me note llnal h* is strongly additive and since n ) rn,





: AU,") - A(1,^).
Similarly
B(h*,n): B(f ,n) - B(f ,m).
To estimate the first term in (20), above, we use the Tchebycheff inequality
(Lemma 2.4, i)) on the finite space of r¿" elements d € 2 with o(d) e nH
(or the n" standard representatives mod<n>), and then use Theorem 3.4
on the function h-. Thus, the first term in (20) is
¿,
The second term in (20) is easier to estimate. Again we use the Tchebycheff
inequality to estimate the second term of (20) as
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: 
ftrou,n) - A(f ,*))".
Substituting (21) and (22) into (20) gives the desired result-
(22)
It is possible to prove the Turán-Kubilius inequality for additive (and
not just strongly additive) functions /. In this case A(/,n) and B(Í,")
should be replaced by




D(f ,n): t U=\P:)Y
N(Pr)!Kn' N(P')
The const arrt ct will not be the same as in Theorem 3.4 but will still only




OF AN ALGEBRAIC NUMBER FIELD
In this chapter we will discuss an extension of the ring of integers, 1),
of a fixed algebraic number field IK, to form a metric probability space. In
Sections l and 2 properties of the P-adic completions of IK are stated and
used to construct a space, O, which is the Cartesian product of these. In
Section 3, a special topology with the ideals of.D as basic open sets around
0 is used to give another complete space D. goth spaces are completions of
D arrd both have probability measures. In Section 4 the equivalence of.D
and f) from a topological and measure theoretic point of view is established.
Section 5 deals with the independence of functions on f) and shows how to
extend an additive function to O.
Once the equivalence of the spaces 0 and D h.s been established we
shall call both the space of polyadic integers of IK, and use which ever
formulation is most useful in any given circumstance.
We will assume the basic results of ideal theory (as in Stewart and Tall
[1]) and take the necessary properties of P-adic valuations from Goldstein
[1] especially from Chapter 3, Sections 1 and 2 (Note that Goldstein devel-
ops P-adic valuations from ideal theory). Taylor [1] and Halmos [1] supply
the necessary properties of the Haar measure and measurable functions and
Dugundji [1] basic topological ideas.
1. Basic Properties of the P-adic Valuation.
LetP be a prime idealof 2 and d eD a non-zero algebraicinteger
of IK. V/e may write the principal ideal generated by d as a non-negative
por ¡er of ? times a finite product of positive poweirs of other prime ideals,
<d>:P"PTtPo' "'Pl',
and then define the P-adic value of d as,
ldlp : rlN(P).
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This defines a non-Archimedean valuation on D (once we set lOlp : 0)
which easily extends to II{.
In the topology induced by the metric d(a,b) : la-ble,n< is Hausdorff
and the field operations a¡e continuous - that is, IK is a metric field (and
consequently D a metric ring).
\Me may complete IK with respect to the P-adic valuation to obtain the
complete field IK2.
Define
Dv : {x el[{e ,l*lp < 1},
F : {t en{e: lcl2 < 1}
and let r e Dv be such that lzrl2 : llN(P) (any element of P\P'will do).
The following results axe proven in Goldstein [1] (see Theorems 9,72,13,14
and 21 of Chapter 3 Section 1):
a) Every ideal of Dp is of the form T" (a 2 0 a rational integer).
Furthermot",-Po - trdDp so that Dp is a principal ideal domain.
b) Dp is the closure of 2 and T of P in the P-adic topology.
.) Dp is a compact open subring of IKp and all its ideals -P" ur. compact
and open.
d) The factor rings pr lT and' Df P" are isomorphic and so De f-P" is
finite (with N(P)" elements).




where , > 0 and A is a system of representatives mod ? (that is of the
cosets of. DIP h D). Furthermore, if ó¿ * 0, lrlp : LIN(P)I .
f.) In De, the P-adic valuation takes only the va,lues llN(P)"(a > 0)
that it takes in D.
4T
g) The set {ø € IKp , lrlp < llN(P)o} : F" i" open' closed and
compact (this is contained in b) and c) above). 
'
The set Dp is called the set of P-adic integers of IK and, since it
is a compact metric group (under addition), it has a unique, translation -
invariant, complete, normalized measure (the Haar measure) on a ø-fi'eld
containing the Borel sets of De (thar is, containing the ø-field generated by
the open sets of the topology). This measure we will call Mp . Note
that by the normalization, Me(De) - L.
The next lemma gives the measure of a typical ball in the topology.
Lemma 4.1
Let a Z 0 be a rational integer and ø €Dp, then
Mp(, e Dp: lø - olP < tlN(P)) : I/N(P)'
Proof
Firstly note that rve may as well assume a : 0 by the translation invari-
ance of the Haar measure, Me. The set in question is then 7o arrd we seek
Mr(p"). By result d) mentioned above, r¡/e may write Dv as the disjoint
union of cosets ol-P",
Dp :-P" ¿ (o, +7")u "'U (o, +-P"),
where ¡ : N(P)".
The Haar measure, Mp, is translation invariant and so each of the
cosets in the above union has the same measure which therefore must be
1/ú because Dp }r'as total measure 1.
I
2. The Polyadic Integers of lK - First Version.
we take the cartesian product of the countably many P-adic spaces,




In this deffnition a ffxed order of the prirne ideals: P,rP,r- -.
is assumed and we writé ö € f¿ as x: (*p,).
This space, O, we endow with the product topology and note that, from
Tychonoff's Theorem, it is compact because each Dp is compact. F\,rrther-
more, it is a metric ring with the metric inducing the product topology.
One such metric may be briefly described as follows. Let
dp,(*p,,Api) : min{1/i, l*r, - yptlp:}.
This metric induces the P;-adic topology on Dp¿. Now set
D(X, y) : sup{dp, (xp,,Ap,)}.
D is a metric inducing the product topology on f). (See Dugundji [1]
Chapter IX, Corollaries 3.3 and 7.3 for details).
We can now say that 0 has a Haar measure a¡rd that this is the same as
the product measure inherited from the De (the Borel ø-freld on O being
the product ø-field). 'We call this measure M
As in Lemma 4.1 we find the measure of a typical ball in the topology.
Firstly we need a definition.
Let I be an ideal of D andPt,Pz,. . . the list of prime ideals above. For




TIX if. læp,l.p < LIN(P;)'' for each ,i : !,... ,1. (1)
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Write î : Pl' .- -Po' as above. The desired measure can be calculated
as a product measure using Lemma 4.1 since
{x e C¿ tTlx}:Ñ'x$o'x...x T'xDr,*, xDp,rrx...
Therefore





Many other measure theoretic and topological properties of O can also
be proven by this product technique, but at times it is easier to consider f)
as the completion of 2 with respect to a certain metric. This is the aim of
the next two sections.
The space, O, defined above is closely connected with the ring of adeles
of IK. (See Goldstein [1], Chapter 3 Section 2). The formulation is topo-
logically much simpler, however, as rve are taking the product of compact
spaces and so the resulting space is also compact. The completions of IK for
Archimedean va.luations (which are basically those defined as the absolute
value of conjugates of algebraic numbers) do not appear in our product
space.
3. The Polyadic Integers of IK - Second Version.
The construction which we will now give is an adaptation of that of
Novoselov [1] (as amplified in Babu [1]) to the integers of IK (in place of
the rational integers). More topological details will be included as the space
to be constructed here is not as familiar as that considered in Section 2.
The collection of sets
{"+f :a€DandT anideal ofD},
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may serve as a basis for a topology on D (thaf is, define open sets as the
unions of such sets) because'any element d eD is in such a sei (d e d+D)
and the intersection of two such sets, if it is not emptg contains a third (if
d e (a +T) ì (b + T') we check that d + II' Ç (ø + I) n (b + T')).
Let the topology generated by this basis be -Al . 'We now have a
topological space (D,N) which is second countable (that is, has a countable
basis) because the set of algebraic integers and the set of ideals are both
countable. It is also possible to show that this space is regular and hence,
by Urysohn's Theorem, metrizable, but it is useful to exhibit the metric
directly (compare with Babu [1], Chapter 1 Section 2).
\Me list the non-zero ideals of 2 in some arbitrary, but fixed, order:





The function d(ø, ä) is a translation invariant metric which generates
the topolo gy 
^1. 




Only two of the defining properties of a metric are non-trivial to check.
Suppose ihat d(4, ó) : 0, then ü(ø- b,î^): 0 for allT,," and so a-b e In
for all I,. Hence a - b :0.
Now, note that if ilr(ø - c,Tn) : 1 then one of iü(" - b,I^) or I[(c -b,I,)











Clearly 4@,b) is translation
d(a * c,b *") : Ë
n=2
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V(" - ",în) < ü(o - b,,I*)+ ill(c - b,In),
which gives the triangle inequality for d(a,b).
Now we must show that the open balls of. D,
B(a,e): {ø € D: d(a,") < .}
give the same topology as the basis {a+f}. To do this we must check that
each topology is finer than the other.










and so the topology generated by {a+T} is finer than that generated by
the open bails.
The converse conclusion is easier to prove and so the topologies are the
sa,rne.
To show lhat D is a metric ring we need to show that if dn è ¿ and
bn + ä (as n -- oo) with respect to the metric d then enbn + øó and
antbn ---+ aL ô (as n -r oo). This follows easily from the following lemma
which, in view of the equality of the topologies just discussed, is a trivial
restatement of the fact that ideals are open sets containing 0.
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Let {a"} be a sequence of elements in 2.
i) If ø" --+ 0 as r¿ -f oo then for any ideal ,C there is an integer trfs, such
that ør, €.C when r¿ > No.
ii)Conversely: If for every ideal .C there is an integer 
^h 
such that an e. L
when n ) À6, then ør, + 0 as r¿ --) oo.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3.
I
\Me now have a metric space (DrN) which we can complete. We will
show 2 is totally bounded. It then follows that the completion,D is totally
bounded and so, compact.
Lemma 4.5
2 is totally bounded. That is, for every e ) 0, there is a finite covering
of D by balls of radius e.
Proof
Let I be a positive integer such that tlz' < e and pttt T - 12...ît+r..'We may write, for some elements {orr. ., ,a1} of. D,
D : (q + f)U (o, +T) U... U (o, + T).
If ó € 2 then b e a*T for some a € {a1,...,at}, so that b e a+I¿for
each i -2,,.-.,1* 1. Thereforc d(b,a) <Il2t( e and so ó € B(a,e).
Therefore
D : B(at, €) u . .. u B(a¿,e).
T
'We can no\¡/ say that D has a unique, normalized, complete transla-
tion invariant Haar-measure on a ø-field containing its Borel sets. This
measure we call P .
Throughout the rest of this section we assume we have a fixed ideal, r,
of 2 and that
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{atr''' ,ar}
is a system of representatives rnod I (where t - N(T) ), so that we may
write 2 as the disjoint union of cosets,
D : (q +r)v...U (o' +I).
\Me now proceed to find the measure of a typical basic open set, o'+I.
Lemma 4.6
If c € D, th".e is a unique a €{or,...,ø¿} such that
re.a*I,
where 7, th" completionof. I, is an ideal of 2. We call ø the unique
representative of æ mod T frorn {o,r... ,øt}.
The result may be expressed by saying DII is isomorphictoDlT (com-
pare result d) of Section 1).
Proof
It is easy, using limits, to check flnat7 is an ideal of. D.
Suppose that {ø"} is a sequence of elements of. D with ø", --+ Í as
7¿ -) oo. Since
{rn : n> 1} c (ot + I)U... U (or +I),
there is an ø € {ot,...,at} and a subsequence {æno} of {ø"} such that for
all n¡r, tn* € o, + I. Let us say
tnk a * ínx, in* eI'
The space 2 is compact and so the sequence {i,,*} has a convergent
subsequence which converges to, sa¡ i eT. We can then say that {r"*}
has a subsequence converging to o, + í. This subsequence should also, of
course, converge to æ. Therefore t : a * i for some i eT.
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As for uniqueness: Suppose a and a,' are representatives of s mod /. It
then follows that e, - a' e.7 and so there is a sequence {i'} of elements in
Z such that ir, - (a - o') - 0 as n -) oo. According to Lemma 4.4, there is
an ÀIs such that í,* - (o - o') eZ when rz > .Ah.'We know that i, eT and
so ¿¿- a'eî whichmeans that ø:¿'r since aro,'e {or,... rat}.






This result should be compared with Lemmas 4.L and 4.2.
Lemma 4.6 allows us to write 2 as the disjoint union of cosets of 7,
D : (a, +T) u (o, +î) u .. . U (o, +7),
where t : N(I). As in the Proof of Lemma 4.1 we note that each of these
cosets has the same measure, which must therefore be lf t : llN(I).
I
In later chapters 'we use properties of D (and f,t) to establish results
about the frequency of certain sets of algebraic integers. The following
Lemma shows the connection between these concepts.
Lemma 4.8
Let g be a real valued function onD which is periodic rnod I (that
is if r -A e 7 then g(*) : g(y)) and let A be a set of rea,l numbers. For any
system of representatives {ot,...,ø¿} mod I,wheret: N(I), we have,
P(s(x) e A) : fuUt"i : s(ai) e A,i - 1,. .. ,tj,
I o@)an : fuf*,) r...+ e(dú)).
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These expressions are independent of the particular choice of represen-
tatives mod 7.
Proof
As in Lemma 4.7 we may write D as the disjoint union of cosets and
we notice that on each coset a¡ *7, g takes the constant value g(a¡). This
means that g is measurable and the two desired equations easily follow.
I
We have seen that the two spaces CI and D have properties in common
(compare Lemma 4.7 with Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2) and, in fact, they are
equivalent spaces. That is to say, there is a map ó , D -+ O such that both
/ and þ-r arc ring homeomorphisms which preserve measure. The maps
/ and /-1 preserve ring, topological and measure properties. The proof of
this equivalence is the object of the next section.
4. The Equivalence of O and ã.
We need a few topological and measure theoretical noti<¡ns.
Let A¿(i : I,2) be two topological rings with measure (that is, ,4,; has
a basis for a topology 4 in which the ring operations are continuous, and
a measure M; with ø-field ,fl).
Let ó : A¡ --+ Azbe a ring homomorphism. We say:
þ is measure preseraing if. for any B e F2, we have ó-t(B) € .Fr and
Mr(B): M'(ó-'(B)),
/ is a homeornorphism if. / is .invertible and both / and /-1 are contin-
uous (it suffi.ces to check this at 0),
þ is uniformly contínuous if for any basic open set g C ,Az containing
0, there is a basic open set V Ç At containing 0 so that, when a - b e V
we have ó(") - ó(b) € U.
This last definition is taken from Husain [1] (see Definition 3 of Section
22).






A : {(d, d,. . .) : d e D}, the diagonal of f[2,
P
Tp : the P-adic topology restricted lo D,
T : lhe product of the P-adic topologies,Tp, ort ffD, restricted to A,
P
.Â/ : the topology on D generated by the basis {a + T} as described in
Section 3,
ó : D --+ A be the map ó(d) : (d,d.,. . .).
Lemma 4.9 (Strong Chinese Remainder Theorem)
A is dense in f,).
Proof
Let V : (zp,) be an element of O. We need only show that any basic
open set around g contains an element of A. Such a basic open set may be
described as
U : Ut x U2 x ... x Ut X Dp,*, X Dpr*, X ...,
where, for certain non-negative integers d1r. ..ter (some of which may be
zeto), we have for each i : 1r. . . ,I
U¿: {r çDr;: lr - zpilp¡ < 7/N(P¿),}.
We know that D is dense in any Dp andtherefore for each i : !,. .., / there
is an algebraic integer d; € 2 such that,
ld¡ - rp,lp, 3 L / N (P;)', .
From the Chinese Remainder Theorem (see Lemma 2.1) there is a single
algebraic integer d eD such that, for each i:7r... r1
ld-d,lp,<7/N(P¿)'.
Therefore, remembering that the P-adic valuations are non-Archimedean,
for each i :1r..., / we have,
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ld - "r,lr, <
'We now have d eUi (i - 1,...,f) and hence (d,d,--.) eU.
I
It is clear that both / and /-1 are ring isomorphisms but topological
properties are also preserved.
Lernma 4.10
/ is a uniformly continuous map from (2,,4/) onto (L,T),
d-l i. a uniformly continuous map from (4,7) onto (D,N)
Consequently, þ is a homeomorphism.
Proof
Let U be a basic open set around 0 inT. For some non-negative integers
o(:_¡. . ., o¡ 'we may write,





which is a basic open set around 0 in,A/.
This proves the continuity of /. In fact as / is invertible we also have
U : ó(T) and this is enough to show the uniform continuity of /, for if
a - b € 7 then ó(") - ó(b) : ó(" - b) e U.
The proof that /-1 is uniformly continuous is similar.
I
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Now, we complete 2 with respect to N to get D anld A with respect to
7 to obtain f) (by Lemma 4.9):
Lernma 4.11
{ extends to a ring isomorphism from D ¡o Q which again is a homeo-
morphism.
Proof
For convenience, v¡e remember that the topologies of D and A are gen-
erated by metrics and so from Dugundji [1] (Chapter XIV Theorem 5.3), /
can be extended to a homeomorphism from D to O.
The ring isomorphism properties of / come from its continuity. For
example, if try € D we have ør, --+ ¿ and An ---+ y as n -| oo for some
sequences {r,} and {y"} in D. Thus,
ó(" + v) : d(J!g(** + a")) : #* d("" * a")
: ;gg ó(r") + Jllå ö(u") : ö(æ) + ö(v).
In fact the extension is defined in terms of such limits. Note that for this
extension procedure to work, / and /-1 have to be uniformly continuous.
Dugundji [1] has an example where the extension of a homeomorphism is
not a homeomorphism.
I
The last Lemma tells us that we can regard D and O as topologically
the same and the next tells us that they are the same in measure.
Leinma 4.12
The ring homeomorphisms / and /-1, from Lemma 4.!L, are measure
preserving on Borel sets.
Proof
\Me shall prove the result for / as the proof for S-7 is the same.
Let B be a Borel set of CI. It then follows, because / is continuous, that
ó-t(B) is a Borel set in D atd. so / is measurable.




where P is the Haar mearn." on D. It is easy to check that this is a
translation invariant, normalized measure (that is ¿(O) : 1) because /-1
is an isomorphism and P has these properties. By uniqueness, then, -t must




Thus we have shown that we may regard Q and 2 as the same space
from a measure and topological point of view and we call both the space
of polyadic integers of IK. Flom now on, we will identify these
two spaces when convenient, and use whichever formulation is
most suitable in any given circumstance. 'We will use P for the
measure on f).
It is also worth noting that the two concepts Zl¡ (as defined by (1) in
Section 2, above) and u e 7 (wher.T i" the closure of.T inD) coincide
because they are defined topologically.
Lemma 4.13
LetI:PT'...Po,andlet X € C¿ with¡ : ö(x) for c € D. Then Ífuif
and only if. n e I.
Proof
Consider the following open set,
U : {z € a : lzp,lp, 3 llN(P;)T',i : L,..., ¿}.
There is a sequence of elements {x,} : {(an,o",...)} of A converging to x
by Lemma 4.9.
SupposeTlS. Then TeU and so ln€U for n ) some Ah. In that case
Tl4^ ar,d so u,n € I for n à ÀIo. Therefore as
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t : ó-t(r) : Jlg d-'(x") : Jgg ".,
we have r eT.
The reverse conclusion is similar (note that U is closed).
5. The Extension of Additive Functions to O.
Suppose we have a sequence {gp} of Borel measurable functions from f,)
to the reals which are almost everywhere finite and with the property that,
for any I € f), the value of gp(X) depends only on ap, t'}:,e P-th component
of I. In other words, the value of gp(x) is "independent" of all coordinates
of X except rp. As we might suspect we have the following result.
Lemma 4.14
The functions {gp} described above are independent functions on the
probability space S) (in the sense of (2.12)).
Proof
For any prime ideal ?, we may define, unambiguously, a function from
Dp to the real numbers by
hp("p): 9p(x),
where X is any element of f) with aP-lh component of. rp.
Suppose we have n functions from the sequence {gp} and n real numbers
)r,..',lrr. For notational convenience we suppose that these functions are
gpt¡... ,gp^ ( the proof being similar in other cases).
Let
U : {X e {l : gp,(X) < )r,...,ge^(X) < l"}
and, for i -- Ir. . . , n, let
S;: {æp, eDp¿: hp,(xp) I \}.
It is easy to see that
bb
U: St x...x SnxDpnll x...
and, for i : Lr...,rz that
{x e o : gpíx) < À¡} :Dpt x "'x Dp;-t x,9; x Dp¿+tx"







which gives the independence of the functioîs gpt,-..tgpn.
'We will now concentrate on a real valued additive function, f ,
on the ideals of D (see (2.a)). We may write, for any ideal L,
rØ): D fe')
P"IIT
where P'llI means lhat P'lI b:ut P'+r þ.
In f) the concept P'llXis defined also. Let P be aprime ideal and I € O.
Let the P-th component of X be æp. If. *p * 0 we say, using (1) in Section
2 above,
P'llx if P'lx but P'+L I*
or equivalently
P'llx if l*plp :llN(P)' . (2)
It is important to note that P(X e (l : æp - 0) : 0 and so, for almost all
ö € O, P'llXfor some r ) 0. \Me now define some functions on O associated





Note that for almost all 4 € O, /p(X) is given bV l(P') for some r. If
Pollx, then Jo(¡) : f @) : 0 and atso if { : (d,d,,. '.), for non-zero
d e D, then
lpg): r(P,) if P,ll <d,> .
\Me also define, using the convention introduced in Chapter 2 Section 2,
7(x) : D7o(x) (4)
P
and note that, for non-zero d e D,
7(¿): t Í(P')-rGd>).
P'll<d>
For a general X € C¿ there is no guarantee that the series /(¡) will
converge because there may be infinitely many primes P lhat divide I. In
the next theorem we show that /(¡) converges almost everywhere (a.e.) on
f) under certain growth conditions on f (P). The proof follows Novoselov
[1] Proposition 46.
Theorern 4.15
Let f be a real valued additive function on the ideals of 2 (in the sense














converges a.e. on f) where f pG) is defined bV (g) above. Furthermore, for
non-zero d eD, we have f ((d,d,...)) : /(<d>).
Proof
The second assertion has already been proven.
For ¡ € f) we saw in (2) and (3), above, that T16) depends only on ø2,
the P-th component of X, and so by Lemma 4.1.4, lhe functions {lr} are
independent (trivially they are measurable). Kolmogorov's Three Series
Theorem (see Lemm a 2.4) tells us that ](¡) converges a.e. if and only if
the following three series converge:














is the truncated function associated with /p(1). \M" may say that if P'llX,






The convergence of the three series above will follow from the convergence
of the two series in the hypothesis once'we have established the following
three equations. For O-constants not dependent on P we have:
r"e)-*r,/ 1 \iv)E(Í;):ffi*o\6 
1,
,) E((-ÍÐ', - (f'(?\)'* o l-LlN(P) -"\¡r(p),/'
vi) p(¡ e o: rlo(r)r >,): { X#)(#) :r"'ji:]: ='
The proofs of these equations a¡e similar. \Me will prove vi) and iv).
From Lemma 4.2 we have (denoting measure on f) by P)
p(l7o(x)l >r) : Ð P(xe f¿:?'llx)
l/(P')l>1
1 1t
lÍe.)l ,, N(P)' N(P¡'+r'
If lf (P)l>1 then r : 7 is included in this sum and so
I p(/p(x)l > 1) -LIN(P) |
N(P),
On the other, hand if lf (P)l < 1 then r : I is not included and we just get
r(l7r(x)l 21): o(1/N(P)'¡' this proves vi).




since l/'(P')l < 1.
We now turn our attention to proving the convergence of the three series
i), ii) and iii). From vi) we have
Later we will use the previous theorem to establish the Erdös-Wintner
Theorem which says that, given the convergence of the two series in Theo-
rem 4.15, the additive function / has a limiting distribution ( in a sense to
DP(lîP(r)l > 1)
P
:',ì=, (dÐ .' (+',")) . urä.,' (#')
:,,à=,"ä.o(t#')
The first term here is
\- U'(P))'
vl'n>' N(P)
which is bounded (it is bounded above by the second series of the hypothe-
sis). The second term is trivially bounded. This establishes the convergence




since f"(P) : f'(P) for l/(P)l ( 1 and f"(P) : 0 otherwise. This last
series also converges by the convergence of the series in the hypothesis.
This gives the convergence of ii).
The convergence of iii) follows in a similar manner.
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.15.
I
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be made precise). The Erdös-\Mintner Theorem will be proven by extend-
irg "f to f) (via Theorem 4.15) and using thê connection between frequency
and measure on fl (as expressed by Lemma 4.8 for example).
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CHAPTER 5
LIMITING DISTRIBUTION OF ADDITIVE FUNCTIONS
In this chapter we will combine the two previous areas of study, the
arithmetic estimates on D and the space f), to prove some results about
the distribution of additive functions defined on the set of ideals of. D. In
Section 1 we will define a concept of frequency with respect to an integral
basis of 2 and prove several versions of the l{ardy-Ramanujan Theorem in
the set of algebraic integers, D (see Chapter 1 Section 1 for the classical
version). In Section 2 we will introduce a special sequence of numbers
{N¿} which will provide a tool for transferring frequency concepts to the
probability space f). Several lemmas connecting these concepts will be
established. In Section 3 we will prove an analogue of the theorem of
Erdös-Wintner for 2 (see Chapter 1 Section 1 for the classical version).
The results and proofs will be adapted from those found in Novoselov
[1] and Babu [1] for the case s : 1 and D : Z willn some simplifications
as noted. Some probabilistic results will be taken from Rényi [1].
1. trYequency and the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem.
Let d1,. . . , d" be an integral basis for D and n a positive rational integer.
Let R C D be the collection of standard representatives mod( n ) with
respect to the basis dt,.--,d" as defined in (3.5). That is
V: {a1dr *... * a"d"z ot;:1,..., Ttrí:1,...,s} (1)
For a polyadic integer o € Q we let (in accordance with Lemma 4.6)
n-@) be the unique standard representative of æ mod 1n) with
respect to d,¡ . . . ¡ d", that is rB"(r) is the unique element of 7l such that
æ - R"(x) € <n> (2)




where fl is the fundamental domain for o(D) in IR" as defined by (3.8). \Me
also define the upper and lower densities of "4 Ç D with respect to
d'r"',d, as
T(A) : tiSyn u"(A)
L(A) : l'Êigf u^(A) (4)
and when these both exist and are equal we speak of the density of
,4 ç D with respect to d,r. .. ,d",
The set function zr has some of the properties a probability measure
should have. For example, if "4 and C are disjoint subsets of. D f.or which
ø'("4,) and zr'(C) exist, then r(AuC) exists and equals "(A)+r(C). In other
words, n' is finitely additive. However, ¡- is not countably additive and,
even rrvorse, it is possible to find (even in the case I : 1 when D : Z) Iwo
sets .4 and C for which ø'("4) and z-(C) exist but zr("4, r^rC) and r(AU C) do
not (see l(ubilius [1] p.23 or Babu [1] Chapter 1 Section 1). This means
the subsets of. D for which z- is defined do not even form a field of sets.
To use the techniques of probability theory, therefore, we need to find a
probability space with a measure P which mimics n in some sense. This'is
the reason for constructing the space O in Chapter 4 (Lemma 4.8 already
shows how the frequency 2,, is connected with measure and integral). The
paper de Kroon [1] seems to ignore these points. For example, to prove his
results he uses the Central Limit Theorem with the "probability measure"
p.( tr\_ rirn #{r e E : N@) 3 z}- r\_.,, ;::,À #{L N@) < z}
where .Ð is a set of ideals of. D. As we saw above, even in the case s : 1





Already lre are in a position to prove a Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem in
D. We will present two proofs because this further illustrates the connection
between un artd the measure P on the space of polyadic integers, f), of
IK, and shows that the Turán-Kubilius inequality (Theorem 3.4) can be
regarded as a sort of Tchebycheff inequaliiy and the functions A(/, n),
B(f ,") in that inequality as a mean and va¡iance.
Theorem 5.1 (Hardy-Ramanujan )
Let d4,. . - , d" be an integral basis for D. There is a constanl, c' , depen-
dent upon dt,,. . ., d" such that, for all strongly additive functions, /, on the
ideals of 2 (as defined by (2.6)), for all rational integers n 2 3 and real
numbersÀ>0wehave
,^{d' l/(<d>) - A$,")l > À BU,")\ s
where AU,,") and B(/, n) are as defined for the 1:rán-I(ubilius inequaiity
(Theorem 3.4) and 2,, is the frequency with respect to d1, "' ,d" (as defined
in (3)).
Furtlrermorc,if. 0(n) is any function of n such that d(n) -+ oo ¿s r --+ oo¡
then
,^{d, l/(<d>) - AU,n)l > á(n) BU,") ) - 0
c'
À,
as r¿ --+ oo
Proof
We use A and B as abbreviations for A(/,n) and BU,").
Version 1:. \Me use the Tchebycheff inequality (see Lemma 2.4) on the
finite space of standard representatives mod<n> (as defined in (1)) and
then the Turán-I(ubilius inequality (see Theorem 3.4). Therefore,
v^{d,: l/(<d>) - Al> ^'ß} 
<
1c'
Here the sum is over the d which are standard representatives mod<r¿> .
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Version 2: For ø € O let .R,(r) denote the unique standa¡d representative





From the Tchebycheff inequality on the polyadic space l) we get
P(x eo : le,(r)l > ^'ß) 
S # | o'-@)ar.
\Me note that /,,(r), 9*(x) and gz^(x) are periodic mod (n) in thé sense of
Lemma 4.8 and so, from that lemma (with T:1n)),
u^{d,zlg^@)l>^'Æ}=# * (5)Dg""(¿),d
where the sum is over the standard representatives d mod (n) as in (1).
For such a d we have .R,(d) : d and so
s*(d) : D re) -,4 : Í(<d>) - A.
Pl<d>
\Me substitute this into (5) and again use the Turán-Kubilius inequality to
obtain the first result.
The second result comes from putting À : 0(n).
I
The second version of the proof above is the analogue in D of. the argu-
ment in Novoselov [1] (see Example 1 of Section 6) for the rational integers.
Our proof is a little neater, however, as we have isolated the Turán-Kubilius
inequality and Novoselov develops the relevant estimates as he needs them
during the proof.
The case w(T) ,: I t, the number of prime ideals dividing 7, holds
PIT
special interest. In this case we have, from Lemma 2.3,
A(u,n) : B(u,r) : 
,,Ær. _"#- 
Ioglog n" + o(1), (6)
bÐ
(where we have absorbed K into the O-constant). 'We may obtain a more
classical version of the result of Theorem 5.1 as follows.
Corollary 5.2
Let the notation of Theorem 5.1 apply. There are constants c" and no
depending on the basis drr' ' ' , d, of 2, such that, for arry n ) no and real
À)0,
,^{d: la.,(<d>) - loglogr,"l > ÀVG-l%"" } = #.
Also, if 0(n) -) oo as n -+ oo, then
. un{ d, : lu(<d,>) - los los n" | > e@)lÁs los n" } * 0
as r¿ + oo.
Proof
In view of the estimates in (6) u¡e may choose no such that for n ) no,
B(u,n) > lA(r,n) - log log n"l.
Firstly suppose À > 1. If we have a d e 2 such that,
l.(<ö) - loglog rz"l > À\¡"g 1"g"",
then, for n) Tto,t
lr(<ö) - A(u,n)l >
B(w,n).
Therefore, using the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem just proven,
,*{d: lø(<d>) - loglogrz"l ¿ .1,þgl"gt " }





If À < 1 then 7l^'> 1 and it suffices to choose c" : L. Therefore, the
first result is proven with c" - max{l,4c'}. lt is possible to improve this
constant by improving the "112" in the first inequality of the proof. This
would require increasing no however.
The second result comes from putting À : 0(n).
T
Much stronger versions of Corollary 5.2 exist. For example, see Rieger
[Z] (u discussion of this result is in Chapter 1 Section 3, above).
2. The Sequence 1Nt) and some trYequency Results.
Let {À/¡} be a fixed sequence of positive rational integers with
the following properties:
i) ¡fn ( N¡+r,
ii) l/r+r lNn - 1 as k -r oor
iii) ¡fÈ -r 0 in f,l as k -+ oo (that is, for any ideal 7 there is a ko such
that <Nr>Çl for all ,k > fr,).
For example, we may choose the sequence defined in Novoselov [1] or
Babu [1]:
NÈ:(k-s(n)*n*2)nl
if s(n) < k < s(rz* 1) where s(n): !2 +22 +...+ n2. The properties i)
and ii) above are easy to check, and we note that for each rational integer
n, there is a,b,, such that nlN¡ for all ,b à Ie*. If. we then choose n to be in
the ideal T (n : N@) for example) we have (Nr>Ç<n>Ç I fot k >- le^.
This gives property iii) above.
Vy'e now define a set of measurable functions on f), the space of polyadic
integers of IK with probability measure P.
Let d1r. . . , d, be an integral basis for D and let .S be the set of mea-
surable functions, g, from f,) to IR such that
s(E'*(')) 3 s@), (7)
ol
where å denotes convergence in probability (see (2.13)) and Ãt*(t) is the
representative of ¿ mod<Nr> with respect to d4,"' ,d" in the sense of (2),
above. The set 5 clearly depends on the pa,rticular choice of basis dt,' ' ' , d"
but our major result (see the Erdös-\Mintner Theorem 5.7, below) is valid
for any choice of basis. It can also be shown (along the lines of Novoselov
[1] Proposition 10) that the set 5 does not depend on the particular choice
of the sequence {¡f*} with the properties i), ii) and iii) above. We have the
following extension of Lemma 4.8.
Lemma 5.3
Lel d4,,. . . ,,d" be an integral basis for D. Let h(d) be any non-negative
function from 2 to the real numbers, and A an.y'set of real numbers. Then
:'Jo # Toro>: 
ri3s;n I n{n*r{*Ðae
and
r(d : h(d) e A) :Iimsup P(æ eO : lz(.R7yo(r)) e A)'
where I denotes the sum over the standard representatives mod < n >
d
with respect to d1 ,,..-,d" as defined in (1) above andø-is as in (4) above.
Furthermore, the above equations will still hold if we replace lim sup
with liminf and z- with r.
Proof
Suppose that iV¡ 1 n 1 N¡"+t. Therefore, the standard representatives
mod<.ly'¡> are also standard representatives mod <n>, which are also
standard representatives mod<N¡+r). (In the language of (3.8) we have,
NÈ¡/ 
-C 
nH ç N¡.+rIl). Therefore,
(#)"üÐ h@'')= * Ðoro>= (H)"#oF*å(¿o*')
where t, t, t denote summation over the standard representatives
d¡ d dx+t
modcNr>, 1n), (iV*+r) respectively.
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Now, tz(.R1y-(z)) is periodic modcN¡> in the sense of Lemma 4.8 and
so, from that lemma,
1
NË" I n(ar) : I n{a*r{"))d,P.
d¡ç
The same expression holds with k * 1 in place of k. If we substitute these
expressions into the above inequality and take lim sup we obtain the first
result.
The second result is proven the same way (or use the first result on the
characteristic function of {d: h(d) € A}).
The corresponding results with lim inf and L a;te proved similarly.
I
The following results are of a more probabilistic nature and are proven
in exactly the same v/ay as in Novoselov [1] or Babu [1] for the case s : 1
andD-2.
Lernma 5.4
Let d4r... ,d" be an integral basis for D and 5 the corresponding set of
measurable functions (see (7) above). Then
i) If {g"}is a sequence of functions in 5 and g is a real-valued measurable
function on O, then any two of the following implies the third:
a)s^3s,
b)ee5,
c) -lim-F(d , lg@) - s^(d,)l ) l) : 0,' 11,+6
for all À ) 0, where F is as in ( ) above.
ii) 5 is closed under arithmetic operations. That is, if ä, g € .S and
a,b e IR then the following are also in S: ah*bg, gh, o'+h and ä/g (this
last provided g is bounded away from 0 on O).
Proof




Part i) of this Lemma tells us that, for functions in 5, F mimics the
probability P on f). The next lemma gives the'fundamental connection
between the probability P on O and the limiting frequency of functions on
D.
Lemrna 5.5
Let g be a real-valued measurable function on o and let, for real ),
G(À) : P(x e.f): e(ø) < À).
Let d,1,...,,d, be an integral basis ror D and 5 the corresponding set of
measurable functions (see (7) above).
I1 geSthen
G(À) : [Æ""{¿: e(d) < ,\}
for any point À, of continuity of G. Here un denotes the frequency with
respect to d1,...,d" as in (3) above. In other words' functions in 5 have
Iimiting distributions on 2 which equal their distribution functions on f).
Proof
For g € S we have g(-Riv*(")) å g(c) and so .r,\¡e have convergence of
clistribution functions (see Rényi [1] Theorern 4-2.1),
lim P(r € O : e(-R;v*(t)) < À) : G(À)'&*æ
if À is a point of continuity of G. From Lemma 5.3, as zr - z-, then
]iÆ""{¿: e(d) < À}
exists and equals G(À) for such a À'
I
The above lemma provides a criterion for deciding whether a firnction
on f) has a limiting distribution, in some sense' when restricted to D (re-
member f) is the completiot of. D). Usually the problem is the other way
around. \Me start with a function defined on D and ask when it has a lim-
iting distribution on D. The above lemma could be used, were it possible
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to extend our function on D lo a. measurable function on O and guarantee
that the extension is in.S. In the next section we will describe one possible
extension and explore its consequences.
3. The Erdös-'Wintner Theorem.
\Me recall some definitions. Let / be a real-valued additive function on
the ideals of 2 (as in (2.a)). Lel r € f,) and let P be a fixed prime ideal.
As in Chapter 4 Section 5 we put rp fot ihe p-th component of ø, and we
SAY,
P'll" if. lrelp -L|N(P)' (8)
and
T ¡_r _ I ¡e) ir p,llr,rp\r')-\O if nv_o. (9)
Lernma 5.6
Let d4,-.. ,d" be an integral basis for D and 5 the corresponding set of
measurable functions (as defined in (7)). For any finite collection Qt,' ' ' , Qn
of prime ideals' 
1q,@)+ ...+.fq.(z) e s.
Proof
From Lemma 5.4 part ii) it suffices to show tlnat lr@) e S for any
prime ideal P.
Let r € O and suppose thaf P'llx for some r à 0 (which is the case for
almost all u € 0). From the definition of the sequen"e {¡fr} \il'e may find a
,bo such that
1Nx)ÇP'+1 when Ie ) ho.
Thus, since R¡yn(ø) : (R;y*(r),-R,yn(o), "') € 0 and
x-R¡¡r(æ)eõ
we have, for k ) leo,
lr, - A,.n*(t)lp <1lN(P)r*l .l*plp.
7L
The P-adic valuation is non-Archimedean so vre have, fot le ) lco,
l*plp: lJ?¡y*(c)lp : LIN(P)' ,
and thereforeP' lln¡u^("). Thus, for le ) ko,
f p("): /o(Ã¡y*(z)).
This means that To(R**(r)) tends point-wise toir(x) for almost all c € f)
which, in turn, implies convergence in the probability measure P (see Rényi
[1], Theorern 4.2.4). Therefore irç"¡ e S.
I
\Me are now ready for the major result of this chapter.
Theorem 5.7 ( Erdös-Wintner )
Lef f be a real-valued additive function on the ideals of 2 (as in (2.a)).










Then, / has a limiting distribution on the principal ideals of. D. That is,
there is a distribution function .F' (in the sense of. Q.7\) such that, for any
integral basis d1, . -. rd" of 2 and any point of continuity ), of. F,we have
r(l) : JIg u^{d : /(<d>) < À}
where z,o is the frequency with respect to d1, - . . ,d" as defined in (3) above.




f(P) if l/(P)l < 1
1 if l/(P)l > 1.
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Proof
The proof is modelled on Babu [1], Theorem 1.1.
Forø€flput
7(') : Ð7r@). (12)
P
Theorem 4.15 gives the convergence of / a.e. on f) and for non-zero d e D,
we have l@) : /(<d>). Let
¡'()): P(r€O:f(c)<À) (13)
and let dt,. . . ,d" be an integral basis ror D and .$ the corresponding set of
measurable functions d.efined bV (7) above. \Me will show 7 e S and then
Lemma 5.5 gives the first result.
To show / e 5 it is sufficient, by Lemmas 5.6 and 5.4 part i) and using
the fact that a.e. convergence implies convergence in probability, to show
that for any I > 0,
r(d,: l-f (d,) - t Tr@) | > À) ---+ o (14)
N(P)<Km"
as Tr¿ r oo, where î is the upper density with respect to dtr"',d, as
defined bV (a) above, and -I{ is the constant from Lemma 3.2.
Define a strongly additive function -f* ott the ideals of D by
r-@): Ð ltP¡
PIT
and sets W, Y^ by
w: {P:lf(P)l >1},
Y^ : {d eD: either d eP2for some P with N(P) } Km"
or d € Q for some Q eW with N(Q) > K*"\.
It can be seen that for d eYfi, the complement of.Y^, we have





Therefore, for integers n ) m)0 and real À ) 0, we have
un{d:lT@- t 1r@)l >À}
N(P)!Km"
1 u*{d. : d eY^} * v*{d : d eYfiand lî@) - t 7r@)l > )}
N(P)3Km"
1v*{d:dey^}rv,{d:l t r-(P)l >}}. (15)
N(P))Km',d,êP
The second term in (15) is easy to estimate. using corolla,ry 3.5 and
noting fhat f.(P) : Í'(P), so that (in the notation of that corollary),
A(Ï",n) : A(f' ,r), B(f*,n) : B(Í' ,n) and so on' we have the second
term of (15)
4
< frrorr' ,,n) - A(f' ,*))' +ffrarf ,n) - BU' ,*)). (16)
For the first term in (15), \Me use Lemma 3.2 and then Theorem 3.3 (on
















where in the last step we have used (/'(Q))' : 1 for Q e W. The constant
implied by ( does not depend onP, Q, n or m.
\Me use estimates (16) and (17) in (15) and let n -r oo and then rn -) oo.
The convergence of the series (10) in the hypothesis gives (la) and the first
part of the theorem is proven.
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To prove the second assertion rÃ/e use Lévy's Theorem (see Lemma 2.5).
The measurable functions Tr@) are purely discrete, independent, and
take the values f(P') with probability tt-¡ (t - 
"i7l) 
. The maximum
jo*p of.jr(æ) can be seen to be,
1+ o(LlN(P),) if /(P) : o
7 - tlN(P) + o(t/N(P)') if f (P) + o
Therefore I(t - "/p) diverges if and only if D LIN(P) diverges. FromP Í(P)+o
Levy's Theorem, then, the second result follows.
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.7.
t
We now discuss a few examples of the application of this theorem. They
are adapted from the examples in Elliott [1] Chapter 5, pages 188-189.
Let (@) denote the norm sum of the finite number of divisors of the
ideal Í,
e@) : D ¡r(¿).
LIT




e(P'): 1* N(P)+ "'+ N(P)': ffi
\Me examine the additive function f@) : log(((Ð/¡f(f)). We have, for
any prime ideal P,,
o<r(Ð-rostT.Xl) s*N(P) - ¡r(P)
an<l so the two series (10) of The<¡rern 5.7 converge ancl the series (11)
diverges. We put z : eÀ and deduce that, for any integral basis d1, . - -,d"
of 2 the function
F'("): J!å un{d: ((<ô) < zl,nr(@l}
Je
tÐ
exists and is continuous for all z ) 0. Furthermore, we have the same limit
function F', no matter what the choice of. d4r... ,d" may be.
A further example may be provided by using an analogue of the Euler
totient function,




Again, using Theorem 5.7, we deduce that
F'("): J* u^{d: ?(<d>) < zl,nf({l}
exists, is continuous for all z ) 0, and is independent of the choice of basis
dtr. . . ,d" of. D.
The above examples show that, if h(î) is a multiplicative function on
the ideals of D, then, as log lh@)l is additive, we can deduce some informa-
tion about the distribution of. h(T) and the Erdös-\Mininer Theorem gives
criteria for the existence of a limiting distribution of h(I). There are marly
general results of this sort. For example we have the following (compare
with Babu [1] Theorem 6.2).
Corollary 5.8
Let h be a positive real multiplicative function on the ideals of 2, such
that for some p, > 1. the series
Iosh(P
N(P)
th tl p, < h(P) < ¡r and I
1
denotes the sum &", th" remaining 2. Then ä has a distribution function
of the sort described in Theorem 5.7.
Proof
Put /(7) - log h(I). The Erdös-Wintner Theorem gives / € 5 and
then ã : ef € 5 for any possible .9.
I
\- 1 -log'?â(?) \-? ¡v(p)' ? N(P) ' ?
converge, where ! denotes the sum over P wi
fo
In this chapter we have been examining the distribution of additive
functions f(I) in terms of their behaviour on principal ideals. That is, we
have been investigating for sets of reals numbers, A, the frequency
1
."#{d'l(<ö) eAl.,
where ihe d which are counted are of a special sort (sta,ndard representatives
mod <r¿>). There are many results concerning the distribution
#{r,N@)<2, f(I)eA}
of / among all its ideals. It is possible to prove some results of this sort






In this chapter v¡e present some extensions of the results of the previous
chapters and consider some further directions of possible research. In Sec-
tion 1 we will prove a Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem for a general bounded
set in IR". Then, we will turn our attention to obtaining results for tbe dis-
tribution of additive functions on all the ideals of 2 (not just the principal
ones). For this purpose, in Section 2 we will present some known results
concerning the correspondence between ideals of. D in a given ideal class
and certain special elements of D. In Section 3 we will prove Prachar's
version of the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem (see Theorem 6.2 below). In
Section 4 we will discuss a Turán-Kubilius inequality for ideals and a con-
sequent strengthening of Theorem 6.2, below. We will then indicate some
possible areas of future research.
1. The Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem for Bounded Sets in IR".
Let d,1r. . . , d" be an integral basis for 2 and Il the constant correspond-
ing to d,t,-..,d" as defined in Lemma 3.2. As in Chapter 3 Section 3, let
H : H(dt.,'" ,,d,) be the fundamental domain for o(D) in IR" defined by
H(dr,...,d"): {t1o(dt) +...+ t"o(d"):0 ( ú¿ ( 1, i - 1,'.',s}. (i)
Let f be a real-valued additive function on the ideals of. D. In accordance
with Theorem 3.4 we put
A(n) : A(f,")
B(n) : BU,") (2)
In Theorem 5. , above, we showed that, if / is strongly additive, and
H : H(dt,,--. ,d") is as in (1), then
'l
* Utd, e D : o(d,) € nH and l/(<d>) - ¿(")l > 0(ù\fBØ) j
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tends to zeto as r¿ + oo for any unbounded function 0(n), of. n. 'We wish
to replace the fundamental domain f/ with a more general subset of IR".
Theorern 6.1
Let d1, . . . , d" be an integral basis for D arrd "f a strongly additive func-
tion on the ideals of 2 (as defined in (2.6) and (2.4)). Let E be any bounded
subset of IR" and á(n) any real-valued function of n such thai 9(n) -) oo
as ?? -) oo. Then, there is a real number F ) 0, which depends on -E and
d,tr-..,d" but not on n, 0 or / such that,
#nrd e D: o(d,) en¡.t-LE and l/(<d>) - A(n)l>-0@){B@)}
tends Lo zero as r¿ + oo, where A(n) and B(n) are as in (2) above.
Proof
Let -I be a subset of {1, . . . , s}. Using the notation in (1) above, let





Since o(dr),.-. ,o(d") is a basis for IR" over IR, arLy y € IR" can be written
in the form
a:ho(d4)+...tt,o(d,). (3)
If such a point, g, belongs to the "quadrant" of IR" with fi à 0 (for i e I)
and ú¿ S 0 (for i ø I) it belongs to plt, for some þ ) 0, where ltr t
the closure of. H¡. The set -E is bounded and so, there exists a positive ¿r,








Jt: H-t\Ht: {y e /l¡: (3) holds with some f¿:0, i:7,"',s}.
Counting points, we have,
1
* +to € D z o(d,) e nfr a,'d. l/(<ö) - A(")l > o(n)\fBØ) \
r * #{d eD : o(d,) € nH¡and l/(<d>) - ¿(")l > 0(ù\Ñ}
1+-
rls #{d €D : o(d) e nJ¡}. (5)
By applying the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem (Theorem 5.1) wiih the basis
dir...,dl, defined above, v/e see that, for some c¡ depending on dir"',dI
(but not on r¿, f or 0) the first term on the right of (5) is
=ffi' (6)
Furthermore, from the definition of Jt we see that the lattice points in nJy
are of the form (3), above, with t¿ : 0r.'. jn if. i e-I and ti : -rt¡''',0 if
i / I, and some f; : 0 (i : \,. . . , s). The number of such points is
( s(n + 1)"-'. (7)
If we substitute (6) and (7) into (5) and let n --+ oo rve get the required
result withnfr in place of.np,-rÐ. Finally, we use ( ) and sum over the
2" possible subsets -I, to get the desired result.
I
It is possible to use this result to obtain Prachar's version of the Hardy-
Ramanujan Theorem (see Theorem 6.2 below), but we need a way of deduc-
ing results about ideals of 2 from results about elements of. D. A method
for doing this, developed by Hecke, is described in the next section.
2. L Fundamental Domain for Units.
For this section we will assume some basic results about ideal classes,
fractional ideals and fundamental units for D. In particular, we use the
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finiteness of the number of ideal classes and of the number of roots of unity
in D. All relevant results may be found in Chapters 9 and 12 of. Stewart
and Tall [1].
Lel u be the number of roots of unity of. D, C a fixed ideal class artd L
a fixed (integral) ideal in the inverse class C-1. In that case, we have the
following one-to-one correspondence:
For each (integral) ideaII € C there is a unique principal ideal <d>Ç ,C
such that IL :<d> and, conversely, for each <d>ç,C there is a unique
(integrat) ideal 7 : L-r <d>€ C (where L-r : {y € IK : yL ç 2} is
the inverse fractional ideal of. L). Note that if 7 corresponds to <d> then
N(I) 1 z if and only if lN(d)l < N(L)2.
In Section 3 below, we will want to count the number of.I € C with
certain properties. This will be accomplished by counting the number of
d e L corresponding to I,b:ui., since d e L is determined from <d'>ç L
only up to multiplication by units, we need the concept of a fundamental
domain for multiplication by units.
Fþorn this point on we will identífy D with its embedding o(D),
wlriclr is a lattice in IR". Therefore, we will write D for o(D) and regard
d e D as being a lattice point and an ideal as a sublattice.
\Me can define a norm on IR" which agrees with the usual one on 2 as
follows. For y € IR" of the form,
U : (utr "' ¡Urtsurt!¡1'ur11¡lt "' ¡urt*rzrÙrt+rr)
we define
N(g) : u1 "' u,r(u?,+r* ri,*r)''' (u?,*," * u?,+,r).
Let (1,...re,t+,2-1 be a fundamental system of units of 2 and let U
be the free multiplicative group generated by them. Then, every unit of
2 is of the form up where u € U and p is a root of unity, so that, U is
isomorphic to the factor group of the group of units modulo the group of
roots of unity ir'D.
There is a set ? ç IR,", whose construction will be described later, with
the following properties:
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a) For each non-zero d € 2, there is a unique r €.7 such that d : Ltr
for some unit u € U.
b)zT:Tfor every z)0.
c) If we put ?(z) : {r € 
": 
lN(r)l 1zl, we have,
T(z): zt/"7(7)'
d) ?(1) : {r e 7 : lN(r)l < 1} is bounded.
Property a) says that ? is a fundamental domain for multiplication by
units in U. In view of these properties and the one-to-one correspondence
discussed earlier, we have the following one-to-r, correspondence (where tr.t
is the number of roots of unity).
Main Correspondence
Let C be an ideal class ar,,d L a fixed integral ideal in the inverse class
C-1. Let ? ç IR," have the properties a) to d) above and let z ) 0.
For each (integral) ideal 7 € C with ¡f (4 1 z, there are t, corresponding
points deD suchthat,
d e Ln (N(L)z)t/"r(7).
Conversely, for each d e Ln(N(L)z)1/"7(1), there is a unique (integral)
idealT €Cwith N(T)<2.
In this correspondence, IL:<d,> .
I
We shall now briefly outline a method for constructing a set, ?, with
properties a) to d) above. A fuller discussion is given in Marcus [1], Chapter
6 (and for a more compact discussion see Lang [1], Chapter 6, Section 3).
Given this construction, it is not difficult to obtain the properties a) to d)
above.
Consider the following log map from IR." (the points in IR" with non-zero
coordinates) to R"+". For y € IR*" of the form,











Under this map, any point in IR*" maps to the hyperplane in IR"*" defined
by
lr*"'*Irr+rr:0. (8)
Furthermore, the units of 2 (viewed in IR") map to a lattice in the hyper-
plane (S) and the fundamental units, (r, "' ,ert+,"-t, map to a basis for
this lattice over Z. We take a fundamental domain, .F, for this lattice of
units in the hyperplan" (8), and set
T : {r e IR*" : logr € ¡'}
which is the pre-image of -t' under the log map. As we said before, the
properties a) to d) above a¡e not difficult to check for this choice of 7.
3. An Ideal form for the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem.
l¿
log
Lef f be a function on the ideals of 2 and z ) 0 a real number. \Me
define two new summatory functions associated with /,
A'(") : f 19
*1,-'13" N(P)
B'(,): I u=lo)l'. (e)wrõs'N(P) '
(so in the notation of (2) above, B(n) : B'(Kn") and ,4,(n) : A'(Kn'))-
fn this section we will assume that f has the following prop-
erties:
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i) / is strongly additive,
ii) l/(P)l ( 1 for any prime idealP,
äi) B'(z) -+ oo a,s z + æ)
(the constant 1 in ii) could be replaced by any other positive constant).
Suppose m(z) is a positive function of z, such that
(*("))" 
-+ a ) o as z-+ oo. (10)
z
If we use the estimate
1.I- J- - los los z t O(L)
*(rt')." N(P)
f¡om Lemma 2.3 and properties i), ii) and iii) above, we obtain for m(z) as
in (10), and for any constant K >- 1, the following estimates:
iv) A'(K(m(r))") : A'(z) + O(1) ¿s 2 + oo¡
. B'( z\
") gffi --+ 1as z + Ø¡
vi) For any ideals I and L of. D,
lf@L)-f(I)l<Ðt:a(L).
PIL
In these equations the O-constants depend on the field IK and the constant
/( but not on z or f .
\Me are now ready to prove a version of the Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem
in ideal form (see also Section 4 below)
Theorem 6.2
LeI f be a strongly additive function on the ideals of 2 such that
lf e\ ( 1 for all prime ideals and B'(z) -) oo as z -) oo. Let tþ(z)
be any increasing function of real z such fhal tþ(z) -) oo as z '+ oo. Then,
t.
)+tz : N(r) 3 z ar.d.lf @) - A'(òl >,t Q){ n'Q)}
tends to zero as z --+ oo, where A'(r) ard B'(z) are as defined in (9) above.
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Proof
Let C be any ideal class and L a fixed integral ideal in the inverse class
C-r. Let T be a fundamental domain for units as described in Section 2.
In view of the correspondence discussed in Section 2 we have,
|+tt e c : N(î) 3 " and l/(z) - A' (òl >-,þ(, B'(")\
: l+u e L n pr1) : lf (L-l<d,>) - A'(,)l >,t'ç"¡1f14, (11)
where p: (N(L)")'/".
Therefore, it suffices to show that the right hand side of (11) tends to
zero as z + æ, and then to sum over the finite number of ideal classes, C.
Let d,1,.. . ,d" be any integral basis of 2 and .I( the corresponding con-
stant (defined by Lemma 3.2). The set 
"(1) 
is bounded, so let ¡r be the
positive constant from Theorem 6.1 corresponding to ?(1) and dr,"',d".
Define the integer valued function,
m(z):ltrpl+ r: [¡r(¡r(L)z)r/" ]+ 1. (L2)
We have
ry -> ¡t" N(L) ) o as z -> ao,,a
and the estimates in iv), v) and vi) above apply. Using these estimates and
an argument similar to the proof of Coroliary 5.2, it follows that, to show
the right hand side of (11) tends Lo zero it suffices to show that
rt-
,-"#{de Lnpr!) 'l/(<d>) - A(*)l> t12'rþ(z){B(n'¿)} (13)
tends to zeto as z --+ oo, where A(^) : A'(Km"), B(*) : B'(K*") and
we have written nz for the integer function *(r). (The details are messy
but not difficult).
\Me now need to show (13) tends to zero. We will use Theorem 6.1 with
an appropriately chosen d(n).
Define
0(n) : t/z-$((n - l)"p-"lf (¿)-').
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It then follows, from (12), that e@Q\ S Ll2- ,þ(") because { is in-
creasing. Also, from (12), p 1 ^(r)tt-t and the properties of ? 
give
pr!) Ç *@)t"-'T(l).
Therefore, we see that (13) is
1
#{de Lnmp-LT(1): l/(<ô) - ¿(-)l > 0(*) n(*)1. (14)
n'¿e
\Me now Lel z + oo, then, as m(z) -+ oo an'd m(z) is integral valued,
Theorem 6.1 implies that (14) tends to zero. As noted, this means that
(13) and (11) tend to zero and the proof is complete.
I
Specializing to the function
u(I):ÐL
Pll
we obtain, as in Corollary 5.2, the following result.
Corollary 6.3
Let rþ(z) be an increasing function of real z, such flr,af tþ(z) --+ oo as
z + æ. Then, as z -) oo,
1
) +tt : N(r) 1 z and, lr@) - los roszl >- çç4t@¡
tends to zero.
This result was originally proved by Prachar [1] (in the case of the
function ,þ(r): (loglog z)', e > 0). See also Fluch [1].
4. The Distribution of Functions on all Ideals -
Sorne further Results and Speculations.
In Theorem 6.2 above, we have presented a rather round-about proof of
Prachar's Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem for ideals, but the proof does show
how results for the distribution of functions on principal ideals (of the
sort in Chapter 5) could be converted into results for the distribution on
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atl the ideals. However, the method is rather ail hoc. An attempt to
prove an Erdös-\Mintner Theorem for all ideals froi'n Theorem 5.7, by this
method, strikes several problems (for example in Theorem 5.7 we need B'(")
bounded as z + oo). It may be more profi.table to start from scratch and
to construct a probability space, like that of Chapter 4, with a probability
measure that mimics the distribution of ideals. That is, if we have a set




As a first step in this general direction, we will now indicate how to prove
a Turán-Kubilius inequality for ideals.
Let C(z) denote the number of ideals of 2 of norm no larger than z.
The following result is well known (see Marcus [1] Chapter 6, Theorems 39
and 40, or Lang [1] Chapter 6, Theorem 3). For an O-constant dependent
on the fleld It( and a positive fi.eld constant ¡,
C(z) : #{I , N@) 1 z} : xz * O(zr-tl"). (15)
We should note that X is explicitly given in terms of other fi.eld constants.
From (15) ihe following simple extensions can be deduced. If ,C is a
fixed ideal,
#{r, N@) 1 z and LII} : C(z lN(L))
and, consequently,
#{r,N(r) 1z a,'d Ltr}: ffi+ o ((ø)1-1l") . (16)
In (16) the O-constant depends only on the field IK.
If we use (16) and (15) and exactly the same argument as we used to
establish Theorem 3.4, we obtain the following.
Theorern 6.4 (Ideal Turán-Kubilius Inequality)
Let f be a strongty additive function on the ideals of.D, A'(z) and B' (r)
be defined bv (9) above, and let C(z)be defined by (15) above. Then, for
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z ) 3,, we have,
t U@) - A'('))'
N(î)!z
o (e + c(z)) a'þ))
o (zB'þ)) ,,
where the constants implied by the O-notation depend on IK but not on /
ot z.
I
From this we can prove a strengthening of Theorern 6.2 (compare with
Fluch [1]).
Theorem 6.5 (Ideal Hardy-Ramanujan Theorem)
Ler f be a strongly additive function on the ideals of.D,let A'(z) and
B'(") be as defined in (9) above and let ) > 0. There is a constant c1,
dependent on IK but not on / or À, such that for all z ) 3,
I"+tt: N(7) 1 z and. V@) - A'(òl> ^\@\ < #
Proof
The argument proceeds as in Theorem 5.1 (first proof). We use the
Tchebycheff inequality on the finite set of ideals î, with NQ) 1 z, and
then Theorem 6.4. Thus,
#{T,¡r(4 1 z and. VQ) - A' (")l > xr@y





Encouraged by these results, we could try to construct a probability
space, of the type mentioned at the sta¡t of this section, for the distribu-
tion of functions on all ideals. There are some problems in obtaining, for
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example, the appropriate analogues of the results in Section 2 of Chapter
5, but this seems to be a fruitful area for ongoing résearch.
Finally it would be desirable to obtain a generalized Erdös-Kac Theo-
rem (see Chapter 1, Section 1) in two senses. Firstly, to obtain a version
for the distribution of additive functions among principal ideals (compare
with Rieger [2], discussed in chapter 1, section 3 above). \M" have set up
the appropriate probability space in this thesis and with the correct sieve
results (like those used in Rieger [1]) this should be possible. Sieve results,
however, are beyond the scope of this thesis. Secondl¡ we could hope to
deduce an Erdös-Kac Theorem for distribution among all ideals, given that
we could construct a nerv\r, appropriate, probability space (as mentioned
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